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HEN in the years to come we think of thee
—
Dear classmates we have known and loved so well-
With loving thoughts and memories we will tell
The joys that have this year so lavishly
Been ours. Then only can we see
What college days and friendships true did mean
And thru the pages here will be kept green.
The fruit of all that golden memory,
A treasure house we want this book to be.
A precious record of a happy year,
And in that wish we leave it to you here.
Ye friends and daughters of N. K. E. C.
When in the days to come you glance it o'er,
Remember us, and live this year once more.
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The truest of friends, the best of comrades.
The wisest of teachers,
—
THE FACULTY:
To them this book is lovingly dedicated.
EDNA DEAN BAKEK
PRESIDENT

ELIZABETH HARRISON
PRESIDENT EMERITUS
Our Alma Mater
J, Freda Gardner, 7 18
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The Faculty
MISS MABEL KEARNS
SECRETARY
KINDERGARTEN SUPERVISION AND
CONFERENCES
MISS FRANCES McELROY
REGISTRAR
KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM
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MISS MARGARET FARRAR
GAMES, PLAYS, FESTIVALS
V
MR. FRANCIS MARION ARNOLD
INTERPRETATION OF MUSIC, INTERPRETATION
OF ART, INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
MISS FLORENCE THORP
KINDERGARTEN SUPERVISION AND
CONFERENCES
MISS LAURA HOOPER
ELEMENTARY SUPERVISION AND CONFERENCES,
ELEMENTARY METHODS
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Faculty List
Miss Georgia McClellan . Educational Excursions, Play Materials, Handwork
Miss Etta M. Mount . . . . . Physical Expression, Folk Dancing
Mrs. Philemon B. Kohlsaat . Elements of Music, Children's Songs, Chorus
George L. Scherger ..... History of Education, Literature
Miss Jessie Winter . . . . Director of Demonstration Kindergarten
Miss Ruth Michaelis • Domestic Science
Mrs. Grace Cowan Tatum
Public Speaking, Director of Community Education
Dr. Elliot Downing • • • Nature Study
Miss Bessie MacGill • • Librarian
:
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Boarding Department
14
MRS. POLLY A. NOURSE
HOUSE MOTHER—SOUTH HOUSE
MISS MARY MOODY
HOUSE MOTHER—ELIZABETH HOUSE
MISS HELEN CROSBY
DIETITION AND HOUSE MANAGER
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Senior Class Officers
Majorie Sheffield
Bernice Watson
Marian Norton
Violet Rush
Class Faculty Member . Miss Mabel Kearns
.
Gold and White
Sunburst Rose
Motto . . "We Will Find a Way or Make One"
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MARJORIE SHEFFIELD
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
)ET
EEVE North House
)ET
ASTIME "Touring" in the country
DOROTHY STIBBS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
)ET
EEVE Work
>ET
ASTIME House parties at Ann Arbor
BERNICE WATSON
WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT
>ET
EEVE The idle rich
>ET
ASTIME Becoming a missionary
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lb
DOROTHY KURZENKNABE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Senior course at N. K. E. C.
PET
AST1ME. . . Week-ends in Milwaukee
DOROTHEA LEWEK
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Vacant periods
D ET
t~ ASTIME. .Entertaining the Attendants at Firman
House
MARIAN NORTON
NEWELL, IOWA
PET
EEVE Student Council
]
ASTIME Riding to Evanston
pE
DORIS PAYNE
MANISTEE, MICHIGAN
PET
EEVE Oleomargenne
PET
ASTIME Editing the Annual
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PAULA POST
NORWOOD PARK, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Rid ing on the Burlington Railroad
PET
ASTIME Miss r arrar
VIOLET RUSH
PORTLAND, OREGON
PET
EEVE Too much sleep
PET
ASTIME The Primary at Evanston
IDA SHAND
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Aesthetic stuff!
PET
ASTIME
"Schaff"
HARRIET SHEAFF
HOLCOMB, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Mice!
PET
ASTIME Revival meetings
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ISABEL BOYD
MORRISON, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Small attendance in kindergarten
PET
ASTIME Reading specials from Sterling, 111.
DOROTHY FRENCH
UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEBRASKA
EEVE Senior pictures
PET
ASTIME 'Canada
CATHERINE HANSON
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Selling "Ads.
PET
ASTIME Keeping house
MARGARET HOLLINGSHEAD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
PET
EEVE The Conventional
PET
ASTIME Vamping
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HELEN HORNBY
VALENTINE, NEBRASKA
EEVE Phone calls!
HET
ASTIME "Par-in g t
MARY HUTCHINSON
PHOENIX, NEW YORK
)ET
EEVE Miss Baker's office hours
ET
ASTIME Keeping a marcel
GENEVIEVE JONES
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA
ET
EEVE Supervising Freshmen
ET
ASTIME "Clubbing" with the Faculty
MARGARET KIMBALL
PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY
ET
EEVE Too much lunch hour
ET
ASTIME
. . . .Financing the Fellowship!
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MRS. CONNOR
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
t~EEVE Office work
PET
ASTIME Public speaking
ANN JOY
UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEBRASKA
PET
EEVE Chicago weather
PET
ASTIME Laughing
CLARA ZANDER
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PET
EEVE Senior Make-Up Classes
PET
ASTIME "Clubbing" with the Locker girls!
Illilllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllll!
POETIC INSPIRATION
I have a little work to do,
1 wish I had it done.
To make a few words harmonize,
I know won't be much fun.
But now I'm on the second verse,
I'm very nearly through.
At last I have but one more line,
And now that's finished, too.
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Senior Class History
UPON the green and mossy hillside of time, the Spirit of N. K. E. C.
sat blowing fairy soap-bubbles of wonderfully rainbow-tinted dreams,
and her face was the face of a little child. As the bubbles floated up
and away they seemed to reflect the years of the classes at N. K. E. C,
and from the fairy pipe they came, ever larger and ever more beautiful.
Timidly a little bubble appeared and peeped over the edge of the pipe.
It was very tiny and its color was the green of Freshmen, which rapidly
changed to become the blue of happiness as it floated into the air. In it there
were pictures—marvelous pictures—of the first strange days at College, of
class organization with Isabel Boyd as President and Miss Kearns as Class
Sponsor. There were pictures of parties and classes which followed each
other in such quick succession that we had no time in which to be even a wee
bit homesick, but thought only of what fun it must be to be a teacher. Then
there were the cadeting assignments. The soap-bubble fairly trembled with
excitement as it showed that picture and those of the busy days that followed,
days so full of new experiences that they seemed past even before they were
begun. There were pictures of June, too, days of thrills and pleasures, until
at last they also had mingled with the colors of the bubble in a radiance of
joy. But one picture remained throughout the passing of the others, and even
now, although the bubble has becomte a mere speck in the sky of memories,
this picture still is there, as it will always be, clear and distinct. It is the
picture of Miss Harrison as she stood before us on that opening day—a vision
of the true teacher and noble woman. Even now we can hear her voice and
remember her very words as she spoke to us then, and later on as she taught
us in "Social Institutions" the meaning and the glory of ideal family life. We
can never forget all that she gave to us—her last Freshman class—and the
message of her life will forever live in our hearts.
A slight breeze blew the little bubble quite out of sight, and now from
the pipe of the Spirit of N. K. E. C. one larger, clearer, more gaily colored,
came joyously and fairly leapt into the air in its gladness to reflect the pictures
of that second happy year. It was a rosy bubble, and it held picture after
picture of Junior days. This time the Class President was Dorothy Edinger,
and from the very beginning we seemed destined to a radiant class life.
Cadeting was over all too soon, and reluctantly we said "good-bye" to our
kiddies, leaving them in the hands of our little sisters, the Freshmen, who
were, after all, extremely capable children. Although we pretended seriously
to disapprove of them during probation, we secretly stood in great awe of that
Freshman class. There were lovely festivals reflected there, too—the Greek
bulb-planting festival in the fall, the harvest festival at Thanksgiving, the
wonderfully beautiful Christmas festival and the happy out-of-door spring
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festival. The glowing color of that rosy soap-bubble seemed almost to be
made up of our various experiences. The thoughts that Dr. Monin gave to
us in History of Education certainly did much to give it color. All too soon,
however, the Commencement pictures came, glowed for a minute, and were
gone, to become another beautiful part of the sky of memories.
Clearest and most distinct of all were the pictures in the last bubble which
the fairy sprite has blown. This, too, is a beautiful bubble, the most beautiful
of them all, perhaps. The pictures are of a Senior class—nineteen members
strong—each with a kindergarten position of her own—and the faces of our
children make the beautiful irridescence of this soap-bubble. There are
myriads of lovely pictures in this big bubble, pictures of parties, and jolly
small classes which were often almost like parties. There are our cadets, too.
What would we have done without these splendid Juniors and eager, willing
Freshmen? We started out a bit timidly at first, and the reflection of these
first days is sadly obscured by the shadow of fear that would get in the way
of our work. But we have grown tremendously, and we're such enthusiastic
teachers now that we hardly seem like the same class that began work with
fear and trembling in the fall. Marjorie Sheffield stands in the center of this
year's soap-bubble as Class President, and she has most ably led us through
the vicissitudes of class organization, of raising money for the Hoover fund
(we went over the top, too) and of all the various enterprises upon which we
launched. Of course we taught Play Material and Child Study and had a
beautiful time doing it, though we cannot vouch for how much the Freshmen
learned. All through the shifting pictures of this year there has been one that
has remained a guiding, steadying influence to which we have always turned
for help and sympathy, but to which we come with a new feeling this year.
Miss Baker, the President of N. K. E. C, means everything to us. We are
grateful that we have her as our teacher and our friend, and we are tremen-
dously proud to be her first Senior class.
The soap-bubble of our Senior year is floating upward alarmingly fast.
Soon it, too, will be lost in the sky. Here's to the happy pictures that it holds!
What care we if the bubble burst? We hold the memories in our hearts and
the happiness of them in the lives that we are living and will ever live with
our children.
MARGARET IC1MBALL.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Some people are born great, others achieve greatness, and others are
Seniors!
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Who's Who in America—1935
Boyd, Isabel:
Leader of Community Singing, Sterling, 111.
Connor, Mrs. Alice:
Instructor in Public Speaking, University of South America.
French, Dorothy:
Music Dept., Hornby School for Girls, Valentine, Nebr.
Hanson, Catherine:
President, Business Women's Organization, Sand Dunes, Ind.
Hollingshead, Margaret:
President, Hollingshead School of Dramatic Expression, Oshkosh, Wis.
Hornby, Helen:
Hornby School for Girls, Valentine, Nebr.
Hutchinson, Mary:
Eminent psychologist.
Jones, Genevieve:
Registrar, National Kindergarten and Elementary College.
Joy, Ann:
Social Director, Hornby School for Girls, Valentine, Nebr.
Kimball, Margaret:
Modern novelist and poet.
Kurzenknabe, Dorothy:
Settlement worker, Ravenswood.
Lewek, Dorothea:
Matron, Old Ladies' Home, Des Moines, Iowa.
Norton, Marian:
Matron, Home for Retired Ministers, Chicago.
Payne, Doris:
President of Mothers' Club, Kansas City, Mo.
Post, Paula:
Congresswoman, Illinois.
Rush, Violet:
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Alaska.
Shand, Ida:
Children's Story-Teller, Schaffer Hospital, Davenport, la.
Sheaff, Harriet:
Editor, Advice to Lovelorn Column, Holcomb Daily News.
Sheffield, Marjorie:
Author of "Rural School Improvement," Grand Detour, 111.
Stibbs, Dorothy:
Costume Designer, Cherry, 111.
Watson, Bernice:
Missionary, Borneo.
Zander, Clara:
Principal, Wilson Private School.
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Junior Class
JUNIOR CLASS
—
President . . . • . . . Katherine Thompson
Vice-President . . . . . Marion Shoop
Secretary May Whitcomb
Treasurer • . Dorothy Tuttle
Class Faculty Member . . . Miss Laura Hooper
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The Junior Class of 1921
DID you ever stand upon a great bluff above a winding river, looking farout over a level country, and watch the setting sun cast glorious light
over all the world, then see the dimming twilight creep up closer and
closer to gather in the radiant light and save it for the coming day?
The time has come when each of us is looking out upon our own future,
our own schools and the work that we hope to continue. We see it in its
radiant light, our hopes for the future. Many a Junior will be "gathered in"
and perhaps not see another Junior until time has brought us back to a radiant
day when we shall have a great class reunion!
Then we shall talk of the time when we sang "The Wearin' o' the Green"
and wept salt tears because the Juniors had us hopping to the post-box or
mending a ragged tear. The glorious parties of the Freshman year are things
we'll ne'er forget, but the gay times of this Junior year we must cuss and dis-
cuss again and again, for, you see, the most of us will be setting off to the four
corners of the world!
Now, dearest ones, can you cast your memory to the party that we gave
for the Freshmen? We did not tell you, Freshmen, that we were having
fun at your expense because you did not possess the worldly wisdom of the
Juniors of '21, but we will admit that we were lacking such wisdom the
year before.
Then came the famous sand dune trip. Is there one among us who
will forget the peppy time the Juniors had? It is not every class of Juniors
that can find the pep and fun that our own '21's can, when the mist is misting
all around and there are a heap of miles of sand road to travel before the
station is reached.
Assemblies, did you say? Yes, indeed! Did Mother Goose ever know
that her beloved lines could be acted out with such perfection as that dis-
played by the Juniors? And could there be a more enthusiastic set than
those who taught us what an All-College Day means? (although we had to
lose our trophy tin-cup to the Freshmen).
And now that our memories have feasted, let us cast a glance to the
crystal ball of the future.
Do you not see our President, Katie Thompson, down by the far
Mexican border, "a-teachin' the little Texans about away up he' ah!"
And Marion Shoop, the best little aide that Katie had, for you know
she was our vice-president—she is teaching the happiest kindergarten in
Chicago, where every N. K. E. C. Freshman longs to cadet!
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See Dorothy Tuttle still chasing dollar bills
—
"Class dues, girls!" It is
a hard lot to go after those green-backs; so the crystal globe will show us
that Dorothy has a just reward for her services rendered.
May Whitcomb, the keeper of our class book—there she is! Look!
She is teaching the little Canadian tots how to make the cunningest things
ever. See how they watch her? Can they help but adore one who is the
assistant of all and the friend of every Junior?
But the crystal cannot tell of the future of each for the time is almost
at hand when we shall think of our Junior year as the most glorious of all
our college years.
May the darkness that gathers over that setting sun find us each with
a heart and eyes set to the dawn of unfailing success, and a future of hope
that will ever be reaching to new ideals.
GLADYS WEBSTER.
lilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Why I Love N. K. E. C.
Is it because that this College requests us to write many papers and
items? Is it because Miss Schaffner asks of us that we cut out something we
have never seen in our lives? Is it because the fine dietitian we have or
because of excellent chef to make us fat?
Now I shall clear the mysterious "why" that I fell in love with N. K.
E. C. It is because of the perfection of our President, Miss Baker; it is
because of smilings of Miss McElroy; it is because of the kind-heartedness of
Miss Thorp; and it is because of the inspiration and the great influence of
all the Faculty. It is because of the sweet relationships and attitude so friendly
of all darlingest girls around me. In a word it is because of the wonderful
personalities I have found in this College, to which I am greatly indebted. I
shall try to carry this inspiration with me to the other side of shore and use
it as much as I can every hour of the day among people both small and big.
I know I have not done any big, concrete thing to show my appreciation
of N. K. E. C. There is one way, however, that can always show how I feel,
and that is through loyalty in my future work. Loyalty to myself, a greater
loyalty to our College, and greatest loyalty to God.
Needless to say that I had most wonderful time during the last few
years in the country that is the best friend to China. For all the good times
and of all the fine opportunities that I have enjoyed here in this College, the
remembrance gives me a rather homesick feeling when I think of leaving,
never to return—of saying "Farewell" to my beloved N. K. E. C.
RACHEL LEE.
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Mother Goose
The Junior Class was called upon
To give to the school an assembly.
The committee pondered loud and long
As to what, when and where it should be.
Finally, after days of thought,
With minds and tongues turned loose,
They all decided it would be fine
To play Old Mother Goose.
Then followed many busy hours
In happy labor spent,
Before this little play of theirs
Was ready to present.
From her cottage into the garden
Dear Mother Goose came out,
And called one by one her children
To scamper round about.
Little Boy Blue and sheepless Bo Peep
Were first at her call to appear,
Then Peter with pumpkin and runaway wife,
And Miss Muffet, greatly in fear.
Jack Horner with his famous pie
Helped Mary her pail to fill,
And from a place not very high
Tumbled Jack and Jill.
And Old King Cole in robes of state,
With his skillful fiddlers three,
Was guest of honor—and looked the part,
As jolly as jolly could be.
The fiddlers played a merry tune
And the children danced with glee,
At which King Cole was pleased indeed
And laughed most heartily.
Then Polly put the kettle on
And quick as you could wink,
She gave to every single one
A cup of tea to drink.
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A mother with a baby dear
Sang sweetly a lullaby,
And the children softly did creep away,
Bidding us all goodbye.
The people laughed and the people clapped,
And we know they were glad they came,
Because they asked most earnestly,
To see it all over again.
ETHEL THOMAS.
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As Others See Them
Van Swanson—Pep!
Bess Osherman—Dancing ( ? )
.
Helen Lytle—Having a crush.
Louise Land—Playing for Assemblies.
Helen Wright—Looking for the mail.
Lois Harmon
—
Quiet.
Coyla Frautschy—Good-natured.
May Whitcomb—Can't be beat!
Lucile Thrush—Eating.
Muriel Fee—Young and attractive.
Anna Mears—With Katie Burke.
Jessie Baxter—Talking.
Gladys Webster—Neat as a pin.
Mildred Bingham—A modest rose (?).
Rachel Lee—Always smiling.
Mary Moody—Pleasing the faculty.
Beatrice Peterson—Learning to dance.
Anna Belle Johnston—The unusual.
Marguerite Binckley—Interested in others.
Dr. Downing—Giving tests.
Katie Grimm—Bashful ( ? ) .
Mary Gibson—Friendly.
Gladys Auman—Calling everyone "Dear."
Mrs. Tatum—Being cordial.
Jo Krinbill—A good scout.
Marguerite Morrow—Always happy.
Helga Gregerson—On Religious Council.
Marion Shoop—Laughing.
Miss Farrar—Losing something.
Jean Roberton—With marcelled hair.
Juanita Peterson—Making posters.
Ethel Thomas—Arguing.
Mary Poland—On Student Board.
Miss Winter—A peach!
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Freshman Class
President ...... Marguerite Frank
Vice-President .... Florence MacLachlan
Secretary . . . . . . . Elaine Strong
Treasurer ....... Emma Taylor
Class Faculty Member . . Miss Frances McElroy
Colors ...... Old Rose and Silver
Flower ....... Pink Sweet Pea
Motto "Be What You Seem"
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Freshman Class History
ON the thirteenth day of September, nineteen hundred and twenty,seventy-eight volunteers enlisted in the Freshman division of the great
army of N. K. E. C. We were immediately summoned to appear
before our training officers, and when they had once decided upon the
type of drill we most needed, our period of encampment began.
We were marched to the barracks, where we discovered a bunk pal,
with whom we were to share equal responsibilities of inspection.
The first and most important battle in which we were engaged was that
of learning the order of our daily routine. Much time was lost in getting
correct squad formation, but we finally routed this enemy, and marched into
headquarters building with the assurance of veterans. We soon became
accustomed to the army regulations, and with punctiliousness we heeded the
call of reveille at six-thirty o'clock, and taps at ten. Then, of course, there
were the three mess calls, and at these times absolute military precision was
kept.
There came the time when we felt that we needed some head officers
for our division, and it was then that Miss Frances McElroy received the rank
of Major, Marguerite Frank of Captain, Florence MacLachlan of Lieutenant,
Elaine Strong of Sergeant and Emma Taylor of Corporal.
At last the much dreaded period of discipline was announced, and for
the ensuing month we marched to "The Wearing of the Green," while the
Junior and Senior armies stood by on guard duty. We received our practice
guns in the shape of umbrellas and held our first drill after mess, to the com-
mands of the Junior and Senior leaders. Finally, and none too soon, came
the last day. We were thereafter considered one of the strongest and most
efficient divisions of this great army.
During the first part of our encampment at N. K. E. C. a great amount
of our training was held in the headquarters building. But there were also
many times when we were ordered to take field trips with Major McClellan.
On such days we scouted and foraged the country far and wide.
There were frequent dress parades where the Junior and Senior corps
held their first inspection of the Freshman troops, but there were also times
when we were given the opportunity of beholding our superior ranks in full
uniform.
The Freshman division of N. K. E. C. has made a very desirable record,
and we all hope some day to be presented with the Croix de Guerre as a
testimony of our distinguished services.
LUCILLE WICKSTROM.
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An Accident
To be quite Frank, there was a fine Baker who had a very kind Hart.
Two of his friends were a Taylor and a Smithy. One days they went to visit
the Baker. The Taylor did Park his automobile in front of the shop while
they went in to see the owner.
In the meantime the Baker's two young sons, Paul Weymuller and Mac-
Lachlan, thought they would play ball in the street. The ball went Wild,
broke the windshield and sent a Schauer of glass in every direction. When
Paul ran down the Hill in pursuit of the ball, MacLachlan went to tell what
had happened. In the Hall he came face to face with his father and the
visitors. When attempting to relate the incident he almost lost his Power of
speech.
"Paul and I are sorry, but we broke the windshield while playing ball.'
"Why, you careless boys! Of course you will have to pay the Price.
Now, Neil son, and beg the pardon of our friends."
At this moment the other boy arrived. As he was of a different dispo-
sition, he said, "Oh, Heck! We didn't do it on purpose."
The father seemed Hart-shorn and replied, "Weymuller, you go Pick 'ard
till most of the glass is gathered into a basket. I'll Barr you from playing in
the street till you can Seybold."
SARA POWER.
There was a young lady named Theo,
Who tried to climb up in a tree-o,
For no reason at all,
Except being quite small,
She had to climb high for to see-o.
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Bumping the Bumps
(This little playlet was written by a student in Miss Farrar's Pageant
Class. "Very clevah!" quoth she. "Can't you use it for the Annual?"
Now our copy was all in, but we hate to refuse a lady; so we publish it here-
with. Like all true art, this little gem is an expression of the soul. Dear
readers, we trust this tragedy may never touch your fair young lives.)
ACT I
Scene—Large kindergarten room—small children—stout director—thin
cadet.
All children are enjoying Free Period. (By "Free" is meant
—
"do
anything that makes the most noise; create all the confusion you can, and
don't work.")
Cadet is busy mopping up water after third vase she has dropped that
morning.
Door opens:
Enter Miss Kearns, carrying opera glasses, magnifying glass and four
note books. Seats self.
Cadet drops fourth vase.
Morning passes.
ACT II
Scene—Dormitory room.
Time—Midnight.
Girl pacing the floor—opens window—measures distance with eye
—
hesitates.
Closes window.
Takes pearl-handled revolver from bureau drawer. Still hesitates. Eats
O'Henrys until morning.
ACT III
Scene Miss Kearn's office.
Time—Late afternoon.
Miss Kearns seated at desk.
Thin cadet seated nearby.
Miss Kearns is talking.
Thin cadet is weeping.
Hours pass.
Miss Kearns is still talking.
Thin cadet is still weeping.
Miss Kearns (in tone of finality) : "Do you see?"
(Curtain.)
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ORGANIZATIONS
Student Council
We have had some interesting meetings in Student Council this year,
which I know have brought the faculty and students in closer touch with each
other and have helped keep up the spirit of co-operation which is prevalent
in the College.
Student Council is made up, as it was last year, of the officers in each
class, the class sponsor, president of student government, a representative
from the Annual Staff, a representative from Student Fellowship organization,
and Miss Baker.
We had a "get-together" party for Student Council early in the year so
that we would all be better acquainted. It worked beautifully, too, for we
had heaps of fun! Then we gave a big College dance in Marienthal. It
really was the prettiest dance ever seen at N. K. E. C, at least we thought so.
The house was beautifully bedecked with hearts, red ones, white ones, big
ones, little ones. It was lovely and everyone had a good time.
But Student Council has done something besides give parties this year;
yes, it has even succeeded in ridding the College hall of all the scraps and
books and papers which seem to love to lie around and make our college
"look like what it isn't," and as for chewing gum in classes—well, that is a
past art!
But for the big things Student Council has done! This year we have
tried to put athletics into the College to stay. A silver loving cup will be
given to the class which wins the most points in athletics, and we are all
waiting to see just which class that will be.
At Christmas time we raised money for a shoe fund for the Park Ridge
School girls. Later we concentrated on raising money for the Hoover Fund
and for the Chinese Relief. You know we have two Chinese girls in our own
school, and their presence has made us all the more eager to raise the money.
Two one-act plays were given for this purpose and were a great success.
Altogether this has been a happy year for Student Council, and the
things we have done make it seem very worth-while.
MARIAN NORTON.
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Student Women 9s Christian Fellowship
The Fellowship has meant much in our College life this year, making us
all broader in our outlook and bigger within ourselves because of its influence.
Through the Fellowship we have come to know other professional girls in
other lines of work, and we find that together as Student Women we can have
a strength of purpose that makes all our effort of deeper worth.
Miss Pearson, the director of the Fellowship, spoke to us very beauti-
fully at our first Vesper service in the fall. We wish that she might have been
with us more frequently during the year, but we are happy that she is coming
to us again in May. She has an assistant this year, Miss Martin, whom we
hold as a very warm friend, and whom we hope to know even better next
year.
Early in the year an all-student mass-meeting was held at Fullerton Hall.
Dr. J. Edward Steiner spoke to us at this time and helped us to realize more
keenly just what a true brotherhood of man may mean, and how that spirit
is surely developing upon the earth.
Just after Thanksgiving a bazaar was held in the Loop. There for two
days the many different schools sold most attractive Christmas gifts and
delicious things to eat. Our own school netted $73.72 from the booth of
gifts for children, which were made and donated by N. K. E. C. girls. Some
of the Juniors gave the play, "Neighbors," by Zona Gale, which brought in
$40 more and which was pronounced a huge success by the very enthusiastic
audience.
A very jolly picnic supper and stunt party was held at the Northwestern
School of Commerce in February. Some of our girls gave shadow pictures
of the "Ballad of the Oysterman," and we all had a perfectly wonderful time.
In March the "Irish Question" was debated under the auspices of the Fellow-
ship by Ex-Governor Dunne and Mr. Horace Bridges of Chicago University.
Both men were so interesting that we continued to debate the question in the
dormitories for weeks. Indeed, inmates of North House grew so much excited
over it that they nearly had civil warfare on the spot. In April Mr. Walter
Spry and Miss Marion Capps gave us a very lovely concert at the Columbia
School of Music. In May Miss Jeanette Rankin, the first American congress-
woman, will speak at our big mass-meeting in the Art Institute.
Some of us are planning to attend the Fellowship week-end conference
at the Dunes in June. It will be a time of deep inspiration and preparation
for even better work and broader Fellowship spirit next year. In all that we
do let us give of ourselves joyously, unreservedly, for the sake of the great
army of student women everywhere; and let us so live together—in Fellow-
ship—that life becomes a wonderful experience of broadened vision, strength-
ened ideals, and glorified womanhood.
M. K.
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Elementary Club
"Elementary Club, Elementary Club,
We are proud to yell, we are proud to tell
Of the things you've done at N. K. E. C.
Faithful daughters we will be."
President Violet Rush
Vice-Presidents . Margaret Craig and Louise Steger
Treasurer Gladys Webster
Secretary Marguerite Frank
Flower Red Rose
Colors . Red and Green
The Elementary Club was organized during the year 1919-1920. It has
gone forward in a quiet but forceful way this year. It is here to stay and will
grow both in effort and numbers because its purpose and aim is: To bring
about everywhere a joyous and purposeful life in the primary grades, by
keeping in touch with the work of the National Primary Council and sup-
porting its aims, by working individually to bring more activity and more
freedom into the primary grades and a closer correlation with the kinder-
garten, by urging open-minded, enthusiastic girls to take the course at
N. K. E. C.
Some Happenings This Year
I. Party for the New Members
—
The "little dining room" in Main Dorm was the center of attraction one
night in October. Why? The tables were decorated with lovely red roses,
unique place cards and clever candy cups. Upon this night the old members
of the Club gave a hearty greeting of welcome to the new girls. There were
toasts and merry drinking (Adam's ale) to old and new and faculty members.
II. Initiation
—
One night there appeared upon the letter tray notes:
"The Elementary Club will meet
And to the new members give a due treat.
Wednesday, December six, is the date,
And you, a new member, we will initiate."
What does it all mean? What will happen? Everyone was eager to
learn. After it was over, the faces were brighter, happier and much relieved,
and every new girl was proudly displaying her pin, which each Elementary
Club member has the privilege of wearing.
Some Happenings to Be
We are looking forward now with much enthusiasm to two Big Events
which are to come:
I. The play of Sleeping Beauty, to be given for the Community by the
Elementary Club, with the assistance of the Class in Elementary Projects.
II. The Luncheon, the crowning event of our year, when we hope to
have Miss Ella Victoria Dobbs, President of the National Council of Primary
Education here with us.
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Our Community Club
Victor Hugo has said in Les Miserables, "A priest's door should be
always open, and a bishop's door should be never closed." This is equally
true of the door of the schoolmaster.
Our beloved College has opened its door to the community. Two hun-
dred boys and girls, men and women, share our "homey" atmosphere every
week. The splendid pictures on our walls, the books in our library, our
statuary, the inviting glow of color in the chintz at the windows and window
seats, the fragrance of potted plants and flowers in vases, the cheery chirp of
the finches in the primary room, the cordial dolly who dwells in the play
home of the kindergarten, and the cooling drink from the fountain in the
reception hall have all become a community privilege for those who come in
from the neighborhood for a class, a club or recreational games.
As we look into the happy and interested faces of the members of our
Community Club who come into our assembly hall once a week for a picture
or a lecture or a musical program, we realize how much happier we are when
we share our privileges with our friends and neighbors.
No city in the world has a greater wealth in sincere democratic manhood
and womanhood than the City of Chicago. We have had the most stimulating
co-operation from every agency for culture in the city. Everyone to whom we
have appealed for programs and assistance has been generous and enthusiastic
in his response. The Musician's Club of Women gave an entire evening of
music rendered by artists from their club. Mr. George Tenny of Lewis
Institute brought a quartet which provided an entire program of song. Pic-
tures with lectures were given by Mr. Jens Jensen, Chicago's noted landscape
architect, Mr. Ransom Kennicott of the Forest Preserves, Mr. Francis Arnold
of our faculty, Mr. J. R. Patterson of the Public Library and Mrs. Charles
Millspaugh of the Field Museum.
The Woman's City Club has furnished a speaker for every fourth Thurs-
day evening in the month from January to June. Mr. Harry de Joannis of
the Chicago Booster Publicity Club gave a talk on "Interesting Points in Chi-
cago," and Miss Helen Montigriffo, Secretary of the Woman's City Club, gave
a talk on the privilege of voting. Dr. Schmitt of our faculty, one of the
staff of Child Study Experts in the Chicago Public Schools, gave a talk on
Child Welfare.
Artistic and entertaining plays have been given for the Community Club
by the Junior Class of the Kindergarten College and by the Elementary Girls.
Miss Bertha lies, President of the Chicago College of Dramatic Education,
gave a talk and her group of Players gave a very charming play. Mr. Herbert
Hyde of the Civic Music Association sent to us one hundred community sing-
ing books and twenty-five free tickets for the Junior Symphony Orchestra.
There have been many kindnesses extended by people of the community.
The young women of the Columbia College of Expression and the American
College of Physical Education have generously given programs and instruc-
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tion. The young women of our college have assisted in sincere co-operation
with every effort put forth. The Recreational Games, the Millinery Class, the
Weekly Assembly, the Parliamentary Law Class, the Story Hour, the Boosters'
Club, the Junior Sewing Class, the Dancing Class, the Players' Group of Boys
and Girls, the Flower Club, the Campfire Girls and the Boy Scouts have all
felt the sincere hospitality extended by members of the faculty and the stu-
dent body in the College.
The Players' Group have been led into the joys of dramatization and
the make-believe work through the generosity and genius of Miss Mary Taft
and Mr. Perry Corneau.
During the past five months there has been a reciprocal advantage for
both community and school. With the door of the school building always
open there flows out a constant stream of cultural influence which is vital only
as it blends with the reality in human experience as we find it in community
relationships.
Come, let us live with our people in fellowship and service.
GRACE COWAN TATUM,
Director of Community Education.
Athletics
Seniors, Juniors, Freshmen, awake!
There's a silver loving cup at stake
For the class that has the vim,
And for athletics buckles in.
So awake, O National girls, awake!
National Kindergarten and Elementary girls are out for athletics stronger
than ever before. Hiking clubs have been organized to go on different trips
to the country (though they haven't yet "hiked"), and on various occasions
we have been invited to join the Prairie Club on their hikes to the suburbs of
Chicago, but their programs are rather strenuous for amateurs.
The tennis fans are seen every night after school hours, and in the early
morning, practicing on the Avilla court and at Washington Park courts for the
tournament.
Swimming created the greatest sensation of all and is the favorite pastime
of some girls. For a short time classes were held at the Y. W. C. A. on Mon-
day and Saturday nights.
Wednesday night is Game Night from seven to eight. Miss Gibson,
from the Columbia College of Physical Education, has charge of the games.
During the cold months we have played games in the Assembly Hall, but in
the spring we hope to play out of doors. Volley ball and relay races form
the chief attraction. If you want to see a real exhibition of pep, just present
yourself at this time. "We've got the pep as well as the rep, and everything
else worth while."
The girls are keenly interested, and we hope to have a real gym in our
College in the near future.
B. J. W.
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Marienthal
ARIENTHAL is the oldest of the houses, but in spite of (or perhaps
because of) its age, it is the best. The girls of the other dorms may
talk about their houses, but they all come here when they want to
eat or dance—and what else is there to College life anyway?
AFTER unpacking our trunks and putting up his picture, and incidentally a
few other pictures and hangings, with the assistance of no-nosed John,
we felt at home and decided to get acquainted with our neighbors. A fancy-
dress party solved the problem of "nothing to wear." Friendships flourished
so fast and furiously that before the evening was over Dr. Marion Fleming,
after marrying Mr. FL Weymuller and Miss Ruth Henning, had the unusual
pleasure of consoling the bride's weeping mother by marrying her himself.
RATIONS having grown rather monotonous by November, boxes from home
were received with great rejoicing, especially the cakes that Alvey's
mother makes, not to mention Ruth Cooper's candy and Lois Harmon's fried
chicken. Mrs. Hooper and Miss Crosby planned such a Thanksgiving dinner
that Blanche, Fern, Nell Hudlow and the other paying guests almost thought
they were home. Lucy for once had an opportunity to nap without being
interrupted by classes. And we know that Isabel enjoyed the holiday because
she returned with a diamond.
INDUSTRIOUS Louise bought and wrapped all of her Christmas gifts while
we were still pruning our lists to match our bank accounts. We wonder
if Helen Hornby ever did finish the red shawl for her mother, and if Mildred
Schauer bought all of the organdie in town for flowers.
EXCITEMENT ran high at the Christmas party, and "the children" grew
hilarious over the useful gifts that Santa Claus distributed. Thanks to
Dorothy French and her committee, the party decorations were a huge suc-
cess. Of course, having celebrated her birthday for a month, parties were
quite in her line.
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NEEDING a vacation, May hit on the plan of having diphtheria, and the
school "limped" along sympathetically. Inoculation does have that
effect, you know.
THE Tribune's party was a lovely affair. In Ruby's spare moments during
the Christmas holidays she had planned it and had made little red baskets
which were filled with candy. Just after Christmas Main Dorm was honored.
Our beloved Violet Rush was asked to start a Demonstration Primary in
Evanston. Then to add to honors Dorothy French was asked to fill Violet's
place in the N. K. E. C. Demonstration School. No one knows but we who
lived through it how we missed our Joyful Ann. We were glad when Easter
brought her back to us full of pep and life once more.
UTf EAPS of fun" were had at the two dances of the year by those who
JL JL were fortunate enough to have men or to draw them in the scramble for
"blind dates." Marguerite Allen, Marion Clark and Margaret Van Meter
were very fortunate, much to the envy of some of the other girls.
ALWAYS without fail when the Faculty has a meeting in the Small Dining
Room Marienthal goes wild. At no other time during the month does
excitement, screaming and fun run so high. Our Faculty members are patient,
enduring and long-suffering or they would have "called us" for disturbance
ere this. One night in particular we took to tossing the girls. Dorothy Taylor
and Swede went so high that I am sure by their screams they thought they
would never come down again. When the buzzer buzzed Swede was dropped
in a hurry and everyone tore up the stairs to the third floor, where the windows
and door were closed and then—on with the dance. Mim Cutler and Dor-
othy Taylor entertained the crowd with some classical dancing. In future
years we plan not to attend the "Follies"; it will be much cheaper to take up
a collection and send two or three Third Floor girls and let them reproduce
the "Follies" on their return.
LONG live the girls of Marienthal and may they be as happy in the years to
come as we have been this year! This has been a wonderful year for all
of us, and we hope that next year will see a great many of the girls back again.
May those who do not return be very prosperous and happy and may every
girl return to her Alma Mater and Marienthal some day! Let us not forget
each other and the good times we have had this year. Good-bye, Good
Luck, God Bless You, Dear Girls of Marienthal.
YOUR CANADA (Margaret Craig).
(Assisted by May Whitcomb.)
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Now I lay me down to sleep,
In my little bed;
If I should die before I wake,
How will I know I'm dead?
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Avilla House
AVILLA HOUSE!—those two words mean many things to us who livehere, but most of all they mean a wonderful house mother and real
friends, both of which could never be forgotten.
Yes, there have been some red-letter happenings in the old
Homestead this year—most gorgeous of which was the "red, white and blue
tea. Everyone dressed up and came. We sipped tea and ate cakes while
some of our own dear sisters entertained now and then with a song or dance.
We had one man, too, who was passed around very generously when we began
dancing. Mrs. Clarke said that she was proud of all of us, but we give "Bing"
almost the whole credit, for she was the instigator and the promoter from
beginning to end.
Next in degree of importance comes the night we entertained our "boys"
at dinner. Some of us did get a bit "routy" when they didn't show up on
time, but by seven o'clock we were all partaking of the veal chops that Miss
Crosby had planned especially. After dinner we came over to Avilla House
and tripped the light fantastic to the strains of the A. K. orchestra.
On several other occasions some of the social butterflies enticed their
young men friends to come in, and whiled the evening away by dancing to
our new rolls of "Tell Me" and "Underneath the Palms." But that idea faded
away, just as our Thursday night parties did. We had them religiously during
the first part of the year. We all came draped up in some original way,
featured a few tricks, then had a goop and it was time to go home. Either we
ran out of costumes or funds, for now Thursday night is just like any other
night in the week.
Then there's the rummage sale that happens about once a month. Ida
Shand is generally the grand stand speaker. We think she would make a
good partner for Mr. Goldstein. Anyway, the next morning you can't tell
whether you are meeting Ide or her understudy.
And of course there must be the item about the telephone. That's the
sore point, for there have been more harsh words over that innocent telephone
than any other piece of furniture in the house. You see, some of the sisters
forget how to tell time when they begin talking, and a suggestion of "Ten
Minutes" from several different parties often spurs on the conversation instead
of suppressing it. As an improvement to the house we suggest a private tele-
phone for each girl. Even the boys like this idea, for some of them waste
nearly all of their ten minutes telling us their opinion of our telephone.
In leaving Avilla House we might offer a few tips to the girls who will
have the privilege next year, namely: never go out and leave the front door
open; never draw the curtains and dance, and never pull the davenport in
the southeast corner to enjoy a private evening—leave it where it is and read
the newspaper.
But after all is said and done, hasn't this been a real year to every one
of us? Won't we always look back on this as one of the best years in our
lives? And why? Just because Mrs. Clarke has been a perfect hostess in
our home and a real mother to each and every one of us.
MARY GIBSON.
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Elizabeth House
Excitement runs high
And the laughter is gay;
It is a battle of pillows
—
We'll all join the fray.
Of pranks and of stunts
We have a supply;
No telling who's next,
So you'd better be sly.
What things have we done?
Well, just listen a while,
And if you are like us,
You'll smile a broad smile.
There's the clothes-closet stunt
And someone locked within,
Forgetting—a while
—
Then, a cry of "O Min!"
"She's fainted," cried one;
"Get some water," said I;
But 'twas all a huge joke
And no need of our cry!
The effects of our scare?
Well, hysterics was one;
But it served her quite right
Who the mischief had done.
As to popcorn in beds
And dressed pillows and such,
There were cries of "Well, now!
Don't that beat the Dutch!"
And in some of the victims
It even raised ire;
They would never act so
For anyone's hire.
But, what a queer sight
Met our gaze one bright day!
For there were
—
guess what
—
Upon our stairway?
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Weli, to end your suspense,
There, row upon row,
Were slippers and shoes
And pumps placed "just so."
Up the stairs the trail led,
And down second's hall,
And into the rooms,
And that is not all!
For when we had followed,
And followed some more,
The trail then did lead us
'Way up to third floor.
And there it quite stopped
For lack, I suppose,
Of more slippers and pumps.
Woe unto our foes!
And when our gym slippers
We decided to change,
The footgear we wished
Was, of course, not in range.
Now these are just samples,
And little ones, too;
Of Eliz'beth House antics
You know only a few.
And if it's a smile
Or some fun that you need,
Just come to our house
And from gloom you'll be freed.
FLORENCE MacLACHLAN.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini
I rose to give the dame a seat,
I could not let her stand;
She made me think of mother,
With that strap held in her hand
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South House
THE week of September tenth brought to South House exclamations of,
"'Oh, is she really from China, Canton, China?" "How exciting!"
Thus Miss Grace Fulton, our much envied student, was introduced to
us. Miss Fulton did not stay with us long though, for her health
failed and she was obliged to go to California. We cannot understand whether
it was our constant storm of questions or her weekly quarrels with her Chinese
laundryman that brought about her ill health. The evening she left, Mrs.
Nourse, our housemother, gave a lovely party and everyone bade her a re-
luctant farewell.
Early in September Grace Lundberg found that her fortune had slipped
between her dainty, well-polished fingers, and how could she go observing!
Grace s ever busy mind answered the call immediately, and she made her
debut at an Auction Sale. The result was the loss of two sweaters, but car-
fare for observation. The little pink sweater Grace loved so well we found
upon Margaret Gage that evening at dinner. Luckily they are somewhat the
same in pounds. Grace's misfortune soon spread throughout the house, for
the rest of us have suffered keenly from financial embarrassment ever since,
especially upon the call for the Hoover Fund and the annual dues.
Financial difficulties could never dim the spirit of loyalty and pep of the
South House girls though, for Laura Heck could always be found talking over
the telephone, though the cries of, "Give us a rest, Heck," or "Hire a hall,"
resound through the house constantly. Long distance calls for Clara Berquist
and the enthusiastic greeting, "Oh, is that you, George?" keep her up to the
minute in the Art of Kidding.
Friday afternoon lunches are gala affairs, and Grace Lundberg's toaster
is always on the job. We trust that we shall be as sought after when we
begin our fortune seeking.
Dating—that is almost a pathetic story. Well, some of us have won-
dered how it would feel to go to White City. Lets' ask those who know. As
for blind dates—we know they meant well. We wonder why when Nora's
Peter is mentioned that Laura gives us a sidelong glance, fully expressing how
it feels to be in solitary confinement waiting for his exit.
Even reducing has been barred these days, for Margaret Gage has gained
several pounds since shimmying has been prohibited. Never mind, Margaret,
keep on "piping to the birds and the beetles"; you'll get there yet. There's
Nora at your side. The parlor is no longer the scene of boundless pep; though
Peg's chic breakfast coat gave us a thrill. It's too bad the other girls can't
witness the result of her artistic ability.
South House is very select—we boast of our champion 500 players, and
as for our ukelele sharks! We offer a reward for the whereabouts of the com-
poser of "Has Anybody Seen My Kitty"; we would like to choke him.
In spite of the joys of the homework and the Histories of the Day, Irene
Price has saved enough enthusiasm to gather together her million-dollar spring
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wardrobe. It takes a large share of her weekly allowance to pay for the
fashion plates that constitute the greater part of the reading matter on her
library table.
Ethyl Taylor and letters—they're synonymous. Could anyone do better
than this—nine letters a day ? Our Jack is a close second, for she gets a letter
every day from Oklahoma City.
South House was plunged into mourning February fifteenth upon receipt
of the news of the death of Henry Ford, received by Marguerite F., which
read as follows:
In Memoriam
Henry Ford passed away February 15, 1921 after a
short but painful illness. He is survived by five badly
worn and cut tires, a motor which has contracted the saint
vitus dance, and a history that could tell many happy
experiences. His passing will be grieved by all his
friends, even though he were only a poor oil can.
The problem of South House is baths. Especially on third floor—ask
Elsie Hinz.
Cecelia Tolonen, who would have thought it of you? We thought you
such a demure maiden. But on that memorable night when you appeared in
your robe of salmon pink and a jaunty black sailor hat over one eye and your
roommate's fur, asking at each door if we wanted a nurse maid, giving
N. K. E. C. as a reference, you thoroughly disillusioned us.
Out of the depths of a peaceful study hour comes the hearty laugh of
our dear little Pick, ever ready to keep us gay.
It was awfully hard to get the lights out at ten o'clock, Isabel, but we
really did try.
MARGUERITE FRANK and NORA O'NEIL.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
(Taken from a Diary)
Last night a bunch of us were lazily sitting around, having a jolly time
in my room, playing our ukeleles and singing, when suddenly there came a
rap at the door. Thinking it one of the girls we paid no attention until it
came the second time. Then, irritated by the formality of the thing, someone
shouted a lusty and none too civil "Come in!" No one came; so, deciding
it was meant for a practical joke we turned once more to the business in
hand, merely calling "Well, go on, stay out then." Feature our consternation
when the door slowly opened and we beheld the most dignified member of
our Faculty! (Query of Faculty critic: "Who is the most dignified member
of the Faculty?")
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North House
A Scenario
A Slice of Dormitory Life
or
Two Hundred and Seventy Days at North House
in
Three Episodes
Dramatis Personae
Our House Mother.
Twenty-three students (great similarity of age and greater variety of pattern).
A "Vic" (survival of the age of music produced by primitive savages beating
"tom-toms" )
.
Three Records (origin unknown except to M. S. and she won't tell!).
The Telephone (the recipient of the heart secrets of each and everyone—
a
time-worn friend).
Tom—The Property Man.
Episode I—Autumn
(Wherein we are introduced to the prominent and minor characters in four
scenes.
)
Scene I
Through the golden haze of early September (and the soot of Chicago)
is revealed a gray stone house with a welcoming figure, our house-mother, in
the doorway and several eager, confident "old" girls running to greet her and
renew old friendships. Many a "new" girl ascends the steps and bravely
shakes away the tears of homesickness with the assurance of a warm welcome.
Subtitle: North House hums with the bustle of unpacking and the merry
voices of reunited friends.
Scene II
The "old" girls are hostesses at a Welcome-to-North-House party for
the new girls. The prevailing costume is "evening-dress," and the refresh-
ments are from the establishment of the local artist in that line, Mr. Philibert.
The "Vic" takes the leading role in the scene.
Subtitle: The barrier of "old" and "new" is removed by the agency of music
and ice cream.
Scene III
A heavy cloud has settled down on our family. All intercourse between
"old" and "new" is abandoned. As an indication of their insignificance, the
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"new" girls wear green ribbons on their ankles. The "old" girls, secretly
sympathetic but loyally bound to discipline, alternately comfort outraged
freshmen and impose rules on the wayward.
Subtitle: Probation is "on"!
Scene IV
In appreciation of the "old" girls' considerate treatment during proba-
tion, the "new" girls celebrate with a post-initiation surprise party. Home-
made cake plays the important role.
Subtitle: Diplomatic relations are resumed.
Episode II—Winter
(Wherein the characters "carry on" after Christmas vacation in three scenes.)
Scene I
Since the holidays there has been a little difficulty in getting adjusted to
conditions. Mrs. Moody, concluding that there is nothing more conducive to
harmony than a "get-together," is hostess at a party where "unity" is "fea-
tured."
Subtitle: "Be good and you'll be happy."
Scene II
At this period there is a subtle change in our mode of life. The erst-
while leisurely Freshmen now rise at 6:30 A. M., dash to breakfast, thence to
kindergarten and, last but not least, are ready to have "lights out" at 9:30
P. M. The tired Juniors' spirits begin to revive like flowers after a rain.
Their gentle scoffing at the Freshman is changed, however, when they realize
that classes all day are no joke.
Subtitle: New Kindergarten Assignments.
Scene III
The Tribune, having been on a leave of absence on account of the
mumps, returns to celebrate the event with an impromptu little party, using
her authority to call a house-meeting for the invitation.
Subtitle: Fear (?) is mingled with curiosity as a result of a unique invitation
to be in the parlor at 9:15—sharp!
Episode III—Spring
(Wherein the characters are stricken with Spring Fever and preparations are
begun for their departure to various destinations.)
Scene I
A window in the basement crashes! Shrill screams issue from feminine
throats. A "hurry-up" call is made for the police. The arrival of the patrol
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and a careful search of the premises by seven stalwart policemen (and the dis-
covery of nothing) combine to make one Spring evening the most exciting
we have experienced here.
Subtitle: "Burglars! Burglars!"
Scene 11
True signs of Spring: Sitting on the front steps watching the Phi Rhos
demonstrate their athletic prowess, getting up early to take a walk, going
down to the lake to listen to the "swish" of the water against the shore, ging-
ham dresses, new hats and shoes—all these and more are symbols of Spring
in the hearts of North House girls.
Subtitle: "Let's sing Tirra, Lirra, Lirra'."
Scene III
In early June one may see "Parmalee" taking many trunks away from
North House. The "Vic" is silent, the records forgotten, the House Mother
disconsolate. For with tears and laughter, suitcases and umbrellas, the heart
of North House is gone—the twenty-three girls. It is only an old gray house
until they come back again and set it pulsing with new life.
THE END.
MARJORIE SHEFFIELD.
Facts About the Faculty
MISS BAKER is a direct descendant of Deacon John Denham, wholanded from the Mayflower in 1620. At present she is endeavor-
ing to establish a relationship between the Deacon and Colonel
Jacob Baker, one of George Washington's officers, whose fortune
of $800,000,000 is soon to be divided among any who can prove themselves
heirs. As yet there is a missing link. Should she succeed in inheriting a few
million dollars, Miss Baker will construct three handsome buildings for the
use of the National Kindergarten and Elementary College.
Miss Shaffner lives with her two sisters in the beautiful home which was
built by her father. Recently they sold the house and moved into an apart-
ment. They were so homesick that in a few weeks they bought the house
again. They lost some money in the deal, but were glad to be at home.
At present Miss Shaffner uses the ballroom for an art studio. We suppose
that she dances with joy when any Junior succeeds in creating a design which
is not spots.
We have heard that Miss McElroy, besides having a smile, owns con-
siderable real estate. Why are the men so dull?
Mrs. Kohlsaat's son Daniel will enter college in the fall. What, when
Daniel is away, will Mrs. Kohlsaat find to say?
It is reported that Miss Georgia McClellan and Miss Clara Baker will
attend Columbia University this summer. Let us hope that they do not learn
anything more about the Project Method.
Miss Hooper is planning soon to test the faculty. Probably their I. Q.'s
will be published in the News Bulletin this summer.
Alas! Miss Bessie McGill is going to Florida to live. Will there be any
more posters in the library?
Miss Winter's father has just returned from a business trip to South
America. Miss Winter plans to travel with him when she retires from buying
draperies at the College.
Miss Farrar still forgets where she has left her checks and when her
classes meet. We have asked her about her future plans, but she has forgotten
them.
Miss Williams is taking a course in Religious Education at the University.
It is hoped that she will be less wild as a result.
All the faculty envy Miss Kearns that red quill pen. Doubtless the busi-
ness men who visit her office also do.
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Stop, thief! You may have Miss Thorp's money, but please do not take
her diamonds.
Mr. Arnold uses both German and French fluently. He speaks Italian
and Spanish. He also enjoys conversing in English.
Mrs. Tatum believes in fairies. No doubt she thinks herself in fairyland
during the Senior speeches.
After the oysters and grapefruit of Sanibel Island, Miss Hemingway finds
the diet in Chicago exceedingly diminutive. But, anyway, her presence adds
sweetness and spice for the rest of us.
! i
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Some of My Treasures
I
AM the possessor of a large, well-lighted picture gallery. My ownership
of it is known to but few of my friends. I have never reported it to the
City Assessor, although some of my pictures are beyond estimate in their
financial value. I am inviting you to come with me into my picture
gallery, which is concealed from the general public, where I will show you a
few of my favorite pictures. There are too many for you to examine them all,
as I well know the truth of Hawthorne's saying: "Weariness haunts great
picture galleries.''
This first room is devoted to American scenery. On beyond are my
pictures from Central and South America and from Europe. Still beyond is
my portrait gallery, in which are some of my most precious treasures. There
are three or four old faces framed by gray hair, but with young eyes looking
out upon life. Then there are some portraits of fresh, young faces that are
my delight. Some of them Raphael and Perugino might have used in their
pictures of the Madonna. Others are as roguish and as frank as anything
painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds or Rubens. But I must stop talking and begin
to show you the pictures.
This one at the right is called "Early Morning in the Arizona Desert."
None of the pictures of John Van Dyke, with which I am familiar, compare
with it in brilliancy of color or in loneliness of feeling. Note the long, level
stretch of red sand, reaching far off until it meets the cerulean blue in the
background. There is not even a tired-looking, gray-green bit of sage brush
to relieve the solitude of the place. Yet, in the center of this picture stands
a tall, slender white birch tree. You will note that it is an autumn scene, as
the leaves of the birch are almost golden in the brilliancy of their upper sur-
face and the bark glistens in the silvery whiteness against the background of
dull red sand and brilliant blue sky. I have never seen anything in Oriental
art more brilliant than this combination of red, blue, gold and silvery white.
But come, we must not stay too long before one picture.
Over here, on the opposite wall, is a picture that is called "Hurricane
Island." It is seventy-five miles off the coast of the southeastern corner of
Maine. Note the dull gray sky, the sullen gray sea and the huge, stern-
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looking gray granite rock that rises from a depth of a mile or two below the
surface of the sea, where it connects with the foundation of the Berkshire
Hills and the Allegheny Mountains. Whistler would call this picture "A
Symphony in Gray." On the southern slope of the island are to be seen a
number of small stone huts, riveted to the rock by bands of iron, in order
that they may not be swept off into the sea by the hurricanes from the North
Pole which rush down each year in a vain effort to overthrow this rocky
promontory. From it is shipped annually the most beautiful gray granite of
all New England to the principal cities of the Atlantic coast. After I had
been told of these quarrymen who sometimes live for years on the island,
never seeing a spear of grass or hearing the song of a bird, the picture took
on new value for me, for it no longer represented desolation, but great cour-
age that under the most adverse circumstances could still serve humanity.
But I must not philosophize too much, or you will not begin to appreciate
how lovely my pictures are.
Now, here is one of my really great pictures. It is entitled "Sunset in
the Sierra Madre Mountains." You will note in the foreground a roughly
built shack or cabin of the early California days. On the front steps sits a
little boy with his elbow resting on his knee and his chin resting on his hand.
Near by is a large, old chestnut tree, measuring from outer limb to outer limb
three times the length of the cabin it seems to be protecting. You see at once
that the boy is gazing upon the unbelievable splendor of a Southern California
sunset among the foothills of the Sierra Madre Mountains. Tier after tier of
mountain ranges rises on each side, and at the back are the foothills and the
lower mountains which surround "Old Baldy," whose summit is covered with
snow. Note the long range of violet mountains in the north, where the
shadows have mingled with the prismatic colors of the sunset. At the south
the mountains are painted in tones of turquoise blue and rose pink, while the
cumulus clouds above have become golden and orange colored, and all the
landscape round about is flooded with color. If you will examine it closely
you will get a suggestion of a town some three thousand feet below in the
green valley that stretches out to the Pacific.
Here is a little water color which I picked up at Key West. Its very
quaintness shows that we are within sixty miles of a foreign country whose
ideas and customs are very different from our own. Yes, every one of the
houses on the narrow street, that stretches almost the whole length of the
island, is painted a different color, just as you see it here in the picture. Some
are pink; some are blue; some are corn-colored; one is lavender; but almost
invariably there is a tall palm tree standing beside the little one-story house.
Yes, you are right, that is the Stars and Stripes floating over all; and yonder
tall, steel, skeleton post that rises high in the air is the longest distance wire-
less station that America possesses, reaching, I am told, to Europe.
Now, this is a picture of a little old chapel of Spanish architecture which
stands in the center of the town of San Antonio, Texas, the pride of every
native San Antonian, for here it was that 1 70 American soldiers, under
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Colonel Travers, resisted the attack of 6,000 Mexicans for nine days. It is
only one of a chain of just such little churches which the San Franciscan monks
built all along their pathway from Mexico into the untraveled stretches of
prairie land, which now are among the great granaries of the world. Still
these chapels tell of the heroic lives of their builders.
Now, let us go into the next room and I will show you some of my foreign
treasures. This picture is called "Ships That Pass in the Night." It is a scene
on the Pacific Ocean. You see only a dim outline of the railing and part of
the deck of a steamship in the foreground. Seated in the shadow of the dark
night are two men and a woman. The men are sitting upright, as is the custom
with officers of a ship. The woman is leaning back lazily in a steamer chair.
You can readily guess that the talk has been of sea stories and sea adven-
tures, as one of the men is leaning forward a little as if eagerly relating some
experience. Off in the dim distance, far across the black waters, you can see
a row of dots that look like a line of pin points, from each of which a brilliant
light streams forth. This is evidently an Australian steamer which thus
appears for a few minutes above the horizon as it crosses the path of a vessel
bound for South America. Sometimes when 1 stand before this picture all
sorts of possibilities suggest themselves to me as to what might have happened
had the two steamers met at the Panama port and exchanged mail matter
which each was carrying for the other. As it is, they are like some lives that
have much in them which would be of interest to other lives, but they pass
silently on their way, never recognizing what each might have meant to the
other.
Oh, dear me! your hour is up. We will have to wait until we have a
spare hour in which you can run out for a little visit with me. Then we can
go again into this wonderful gallery of mine, and I will give you the secret of
how to collect pictures with very little money. The collecting of such pictures
is an experience that many people pass by when they have opportunities twice
or three times as great as mine. 1 do want each of you to learn to see beauty
of landscape, grandeur of mountain scenery, and the sublimity of the sky
wherever you may go, and to recognize the beauty of soul which shines in
some faces otherwise plain featured.
ELIZABETH HARRISON,
President Emeritus.
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In the Halls of N. K. E.
Once there came a little maiden
To the city by the lakeside;
Such a timid little maiden,
Casting down her eyes to hide
Color soft of brown or blue,
While she trembled at the noise
Of the cars of every hue,
Till borne swiftly to the joys
In the halls of N. K. E. C,
Timid little College maiden!
Once there came a little maiden
To my office in the College;
Such a modest little maiden,
Blushing for her scanty knowledge,
For her many faults and failings,
Saying she could play, oh, fairly,
And, yes, she draws and sings
For the love of children only!
In the halls of N. K. E. C,
Modest little College maiden!
Once there came a little maiden
To my kindergarten classes;
Such an eager little maiden,
Standing out among the lasses,
Face aflame with earnest question,
Ears wide open to the name
Of every child we mention,
Whether sick or blind or lame,
In the halls of N. K. E. C,
Eager little College maiden!
Once there came a little maiden
To the place of her assignment;
Such a happy little maiden,
Waiting for the very moment
When the children spy her standing,
Choose her for the games and dances,
To her all their treasures handing,
Welcome her with radiant glances!
In the halls of N. K. E. C,
Happy little College maiden!
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Once there came a little maiden
To the Freshmen on probation;
Such an august little maiden,
Looking out for her position;
With a gaze now very straight
How she make them quake and quail,
Even kneel within the gate!
Who will e'er believe my tale?
In the halls of N. K. E. C,
August little College maiden!
Once there came a little maiden
To the hour of graduation;
Such a solemn little maiden,
At the time of her promotion
Going forth, a loyal daughter,
To the field of many labors,
While her love for Alma Mater
Always in her heart she harbors!
In the halls of N. K,. E. C,
Such a solemn little maiden,
EDNA DEAN BAKER.
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My "Guide"
EVERY profession has its "Ethics," namely, rules of conduct for its mem-
bers. There is an "Ethics" of the Medical Profession, an "Ethics" of
the Engineering Profession; one for the Lawyers and one for Archi-
tects.
There is an "Ethics" also of the Teaching Profession, although not so
clearly defined nor formulated in a set of rules and regulations. It is an
unconscious conviction, a matter of good taste and judgment. Yet the attempt
may be justified to put into a few statements some of the ideas and ideals that
guide teachers in their profession, in their intercourse with others, and in their
own uninterrupted spiritual development.
What, then, is to be my "Guide"?
1 . To take life as it comes, unafraid, in sincerity and humility, but firm
in the belief that life is good.
2. To learn the rules of the game (and the game is nothing less than
influencing other human beings in their early and most significant career),
and then playing it a little better than anybody else. To know my profession
in every detail. To make every hour count either for work or for the joy of
living.
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3. To earn and to save. To guard my health of body and peace of
mind.
4. To expect no reward except for service rendered. Success must be
paid for by honest effort, by force of character, and by patient toil.
5. To respect the personality of the child and to allow "childhood to
ripen in children."
6. To respect other members of my profession. To remain free from
envy and jealousy. To render help and service when needed, and to be kind
and courteous always.
7. To accept as the watchword of my chosen profession the ideals of
"sincerity, simplicity, service," and to realize that happiness depends more
upon what I put into life than what I think I can get out of it.
8. To trust in God; to be faithful to my duties; loyal to my friends,
and a comfort and joy to those who are nearest and dearest to me.
L. C. MONIN.
The Festivals
Are you all too young to remember Maude Adams as the joyous Peter
Pan?—when he called from his tiny tree-top house to the grown-ups and
children in the audience, "Do you believe in fairies? If you do, wave your
handkerchiefs!" And then the wondrous response of fluttering white—the
child heart of old and young testifying to its love for the beautiful—the mys-
terious.
So now we would say to you, "Do you believe in Festivals? If you do,
join us in our efforts to make them beautiful in our College and wherever else
you find yourselves where people are pleading for united expressions of joy
gained through common experiences."
We believe it is possible with your help to make our days of special
rejoicing so full of meaning and beauty that they will stand out always in our
memories, that we may carry their message and inspiration with us into the
years, and that they shall gather depth and richness as we go because of
"those College days."
The success of any Festival depends on the group only as it depends
upon the individual. The responsibility rests on each and every one—the
eager interest of each—the will of each to help the willingness of each to
give up some personal pleasure—the point of view which makes each say,
"Our Festival must be as perfect as I can make it." And the power to get
fun out of the "ups and downs" of any preparation must be ours—the humor
which laughs at the "downs" and the spirit which grows glad with pride at
the "ups." The determination to win and meet emergencies must be ours
—
the will which, put into action, can transform a bare gymnasium into a fairy
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realm or raise mountains on a plateau and cause barren trees to bloom. These
things and infinitely more can be done if we "believe in Festivals" as Peter
Pan made mortals believe in fairies. Believe in Festivals as a power for
"getting together"—for expressing ideals—for creating a love for beauty
and things worth while. Believe in Festivals as one of the experiences which
bring us in touch with Nature, Man and God, and as worth striving for in any
community of which we may be a part. Those in which you have partici-
pated this year in our own N. K. E. C. let us briefly recall to you.
First, Bulb Planting Day, with its faith in the final coming of Spring,
symbolized through the services of the Greek Maidens.
Then Thanksgiving, with its spirit of gratitude to God and to those
Puritans of old who had the courage of their ideals.
Christmas followed, bringing its eternal message of loving service and
our search for the Christ Child in the Christmas tree forest, suggesting man's
effort to gain the spirit of the Christ, not to be realized until he has found joy
in service to his fellows. When the gifts were brought into the forest the tree
was illuminated and later the vision of the Child and His mother was granted
to the seekers after light.
A day in March was chosen for the Hero Festival—all those men and
women from other nations as well as our own who had nobly lived and nobly
died we chose to honor. The spirit of heroism was brought to us through
music, song and poem, urging all who heard to realize that the need for men
dominated by the power of a mighty ideal is as great or greater today than
in any day that is past.
These Festivals are accomplished. We are grateful for your co-opera-
tion, but feel we are just beginning to realize the possibility of their meaning.
Come then, one and all, let us pledge our faith and our works and enter into
the fullness of joy which the true Festival brings.
M. F.
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The Tale (Tail) of a Puppy-Dog
The Biggest Tale Produced by the Senior Class in Story-Telling
ONCE upon a time there was a great big puppy-dog. He was as big as a
lion and as fierce as a troll. Every morning when he barked just at
sunrise the houses of the village where he lived shook so hard that
they were continually falling down. Now, he was a good puppy-dog
really and the only reason that he barked was because he was hungry. And
because he barked every morning, people never had time to build their houses
up again.
He had a long, curly tail, just like a pig's. It curled round and round
and round, tighter than any corkscrew you ever saw. When he wagged his
tail, instead of wagging it back and forth, he wagged it round and round faster
and faster until it looked just like a merry-go-round.
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This puppy-dog had a perfectly tremendous appetite and it took a lot of
food to feed him. It was especially hard for the people in that village because
he refused to eat anything except ice cream and mince pie with fried onions
on it. This kept all the good ladies of the village very busy indeed freezing
ice cream and baking mince pies and frying onions, especially as they had no
houses to live in and quite often it rained and put out the fire in their cook-
stoves.
One fine day all these ladies came together and said: "Let's make a
Thanksgiving dinner for the puppy-dog and fill him so full of ice cream and
mince pie and fried onions that he won't ever be able to bark again."
The next day the puppy-dog found more dinner than a puppy-dog had
ever seen before or ever will see. He ate and ate and ate, but he could bark
more loudly than ever. And he grew and grew and grew until he was a giant
puppy-dog with a tail a mile long when it was all curled up. Everyone was
very much afraid of him.
One day a little boy came to see the puppy-dog. Now, he was a very
brave little boy and no puppy-dog could scare him, so he said, though it was
as big as two giants. What was more, no puppy-dog ever would scare him.
The brave little boy tiptoed up behind the puppy-dog until he could take
tight hold of the tip of his tail. But the puppy-dog began to wag his tail just
then because he was asleep and dreaming of ice cream and mince pie and
fried onions. The little boy was so heavy that the puppy-dog, instead of being
able to curl his tail up tightly, uncurled it, and the faster he wagged it, the
faster it uncurled and the longer it became, until it reached quite to the moon.
When the little boy touched the moon, he liked it because it was so
yellow, and he decided to stay there. He jumped quickly upon it and began
to pull the puppy-dog by the tail up into the moon, at the same time winding
the tail around and around the moon.
When the puppy-dog reached the moon, the light of it hurt his eyes so
badly that he jumped behind it and he has never been seen since. He may
be still barking for ice cream and mince pie and fried onions, but the moon
is so far away that no one has ever heard him.
MARJORIE SHEFFIELD and MARGARET KIMBALL.
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The Fatal Quest
An Unhappy Tragedy in Three Acts
ACT I
First Person: I am half the Curtain.
Second Person: I am the other half the Curtain.
Curtain: We are the Curtain.
Bell-ringer: The bell rings for Act I.
Curtain: The Curtain rises.
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King: Enter the King.
Queen: Followed by the devoted Queen.
King: He seats himself upon his throne, his sceptre in his hand.
Queen: The Queen stands gracefully beside him, gazing at him fondly.
"My lord," she says in gentle tones, "why do you keep the princess hid from
the eyes of men? Will wedlock never be hers?"
King: The King waxes stern. "Fair Queen," he says, "a thousand times
have I repeated—the princess shall become the wife of no man!"
Duke: Enter the handsome Duke. "O King," he says in manly tones,
"I have this morning come from your majesty's borders. I have a message
for you of great import."
King: "Speak," says the King, with marked interest.
Princess: The Princess enters at the left. At sight of the handsome
stranger she is startled. Her embarrassment increases her loveliness.
Duke: At first glance the Duke falls madly in love.
King: The King rises in excitement. "Speak," he shouts at the Duke,
"and begone!"
Duke: The Duke gazes at the Princess, his message forgotten.
Princess: The lovely maiden blushes and drops her eyes.
Queen: "My daughter," says the gentle Queen, "why do you intrude
yourself here without permission?"
Princess: The Princess opens her mouth to speak.
Duke: The Duke holds his breath.
Princess: "Alas," says the maiden in tones of melting sweetness, "my
Angora kitten has strayed away and is lost!"
Duke: "Fair Princess," cries the Duke, in tones choked with feeling,
"service for you were joy. The kitten I swear to find." With high courage
he strides away.
King: "Stop him! Stop him!" shouts the King fiercely. "My servants
shall find the cat for the Princess." Exit the King.
Queen: Followed by the devoted Queen.
Princess: The Princess remains alone upon the stage. A sweet, far-
away look is in her eyes.
Curtain: The Curtain falls.
ACT II
Bell-ringer: The bell rings for the second Act.
Curtain: The Curtain rises again.
Princess: The fair Princess stands at the window. She hears the distant
sound of hoofs. "It is he," she cries, placing her hand upon her beating heart.
King: Enter the King.
Queen: Followed by the devoted Queen.
Duke: The Duke steps in buoyantly, Puss in his arms.
Princess: "My kitten, my kitten!" cries the Princess joyously. She takes
her pet in her arms. But her eyes follow the stalwart form of the Duke.
King: The King is pierced with jealousy.
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Duke: The Duke falls on his knees before the King. "O King," he says
manfully, "I have found the kitten. I claim as my reward the hand of the
Princess."
King: The King trembles with wrath. "Begone," he shouts furiously.
"The hand of the Princess is to be won by no Cat."
Duke: The Duke departs. As he passes the Princess he grasps her
soft white hand. "I will return," he whispers in her ear.
Princess: The Princess does not speak. But her clear blue eyes reveal
the secret of her soul.
Curtain: The Curtain falls.
ACT III
Bell-ringer: The bell rings for the third and fatal Act.
Curtain: The Curtain rises for the last time.
King: The King stands morosely near the center of the stage.
Queen: The Queen stands sadly beside him. "My lord," she says in
pleading tones, "relent. The Princess weeps day and night, nor will she be
comforted."
King: The King turns his back. "Hold your peace," he says in harsh
tones.
Queen: The Queen weeps.
Duke: Enter the Duke, his sword at his side. "O King," he says in a
white passion, "for the last time I ask you for the hand of your daughter."
King: The King spurns him. "Begone," he shouts once more.
Duke: The Duke draws his sword and stabs the King.
King: The King gasps and falls dead.
Queen: "My lord, my lord," cries the Queen piteously. She stabs her-
self and falls upon the King.
Duke: "Ye gods, what have I done?" cries the Duke in anguish. He
drinks a cup of poison and falls dead.
Princess: Hearing the cry, the Princess enters. She stops transfixed at
the horrible scene before her. "Heaven help me," she cries, waving her
shapely arms. "I die of grief." She falls dead upon the breast of her beloved.
King: Woe, woe, the King of the land is dead!
Queen: Alas, alas, the devoted Queen is dead!
Duke: The Duke who truly loved is dead!
Princess: The Princess is dead, and beautiful even in death!
Curtain: The Curtain falls forever.
POSTLUDE
King: The King is still dead.
Queen: The devoted Queen is still dead.
Duke: The manly Duke is still dead.
Princess: The Princess is still dead, and still lovely.
C. B.
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A Visit From the Supervisor
or
One of the Ideas Overlooked in Dante's "Purgatorio"
POSSIBLY under ordinary circumstances a supervisor would not be taken
—or mistaken—either for an inspiration or the subject of a theme, but
when she makes a point of observing a cadet on the morning of the
day when, after a week of fruitless search for an idea, the cadet is fairly
desperate, why she must just take the consequences.
Never, should I live to be a hundred, will I forget the picture she made
as she stood in the doorway. She smiled in a most reassuring way, but I had
a dizzy sensation that the elevator was going down too fast. I knew perfectly
well that my heart did acrobatic stunts that would have interested Dr. Hedger
tremendously. I would have been interested in the matter myself if I had
been less busy trying to smile. The smile that I finally did manage felt as
though it were glued on, and stuck there in a sickly fashion all morning, mak-
ing me think of the lines "Smile and smile and be a villain still," though the
word "bonehead" might well have been substituted for "villain." After I
had attended to the smile I had to think whether or not my blouse was tucked
in securely, my skirt pressed and my shoes polished, and I had a horrible
feeling that none of these things were as they should be.
The morning was damp, the room dark and dull, the children were
"wild" and simply would not listen to reason (or anything else), there was no
one to play the piano, and, to cap the climax, I was hoarse and had a stiff
neck. Can you imagine more obnoxious ingredients for the concocting of a
morning to be served up to your Supervisor as a specimen of your kinder-
garten ability? Well, I can tell you of one or two more—sort of thrown in
for seasoning. There was no manilla paper for the caps I had planned to
make, there were only tiny broken bits of crayons and they were all in the
wrong boxes, there were two new children whose names I could not remem-
ber, and there were two little darlings by the name of "Frankie." Whenever
I spoke to them they either answered in chorus or not at all. As far as I can
remember, that was about all. Probably there were bright spots in the affair,
but they were so few, far between and unexpected that I missed them.
As yet I have not had my conference. I have neither courage nor fool-
hardiness to ask for one. I'll just say "Kismet" and hope for the best while
expecting the worst, for "What's the use of worrying?"
MAY WHITCOMB.
Ojistoh
An Old Indian Legend Retold
OJISTOH was the wife of Onwanonsyshon, a Sarcee chief. Onwanon-
syshon's name alone seemed to breathe bravery, life and courage into
the hearts of the members of that Sarcee tribe.
The Blackfoot braves hated Onwanonsyshon. He and his men
had flung Blackfoot warriors into graves; he had crushed them beneath his
feet. His arms were as strong as iron, and his heart was as hard as steel
toward everyone except toward Ojistoh, his chosen wife.
Ojistoh was the white star of his life. For her he lived and moved. To
Ojistoh, Onwanonsyshon showed his inner self, his kindness, his faithfulness
and all that was good and fine in him. Ojistoh, in turn, loved and worshipped
Onwanonsyshon. He was land and lake and sky and soul to her. For him
she worked and labored long and late; for him she prayed and offered sacri-
fices to the gods. Hours were spent by Ojistoh weaving beads and embroid-
ering deerskin jackets that he might be beautifully adorned.
The Blackfeet plotted long with subtle witchcraft how to work Onwanon-
syshon wrong, how to avenge their dead and strike him where his pride was
highest and his fame most fair. Their hearts were as weak as women's at his
name and they dared no warpath, because his warriors' flint arrow-heads
would pierce their bodies, and they, too, would be among the dead. The
Blackfeet dead had to be avenged. So they thought of Ojistoh, his wife.
Blackfoot braves were sent to Ojistoh one day when she was alone. The
Sarcee braves were away on a hunt. The Blackfoot warriors offered to give
her wealth, to make her queen of their tribe and give her wampum and ermine.
But she refused all of their bribes, saying, "While I have life, know this
—
Ojistoh is the Sarcee's wife."
Then followed a struggle, but the Blackfeet were too strong for Ojistoh.
They flung her on a pony's back and bound her with a thong round the ankle,
waist and shoulder. Then the one she hated most of all the Blackfoot tribe
mounted in front of her. His eye swept over her in her misery, and sneering
he said, "Thus, fair Ojistoh, we avenge our dead."
The Blackfoot braves left them and rode off in other directions to avoid
suspicion. The two rode on and on, she bound with buckskin to his hated
waist, he sneering, laughing, jeering. He lashed the horse, and on they dashed,
plunging through creek and river, bush and trail, until at last the distant
Blackfoot fires could be seen.
Ojistoh then laid her cheek against his back. "Loose thou my hands,"
she said. "Slacken the pace of this horse. Let us forget that you and I are
foes. I like you well, and want to clasp you close. I like your courage. I
like you even better than my Onwanonsyshon now."
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He cut the cords, and drew the racing pony in. She wound her arms
around his tawny waist. One of her hands crept up the buckskin of his belt
to his knife hilt. Her other hand caressed his check. Whispering softly, "I
love you, I love you,'' she drew his knife and buried it deep in his back.
Then back she rode faster than the northern wind, mad with the sud-
den freedom and mad with haste to be again with her Onwanonsyshon at
home. She lashed the horse to foam as on and on she dashed. Plunging
through creek and river, bush and trail, at last she reached her Sarcee home.
Ojistoh's hands were still wet with the Blackfoot's life blood, but she
had returned with her soul pure as the early evening stars. Ojistoh was once
more in Onwanonsyshon's arms, the White Star of his life.
MARGARET CRAIG.
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WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND
Isabel Boyd—When that "special" is for someone else.
Peg Hollingshead—When everyone starts shaking her index finger.
Doris Robinson—When cold weather sets in and she can't roll her hose.
Marguerite Frank—When Irene sticks her head out and says, "How long
you goin' to pound that typewriter?"
Ida Shand—When the ten-minute limit was placed on phone calls.
Clara Berquist—When cereal isn't served for breakfast.
Helene Chard—When asked to repeat her telephone calls.
Gladys Webster—If anything should happen to "Bing."
Freshman Class during probation.
Any Girl—When she signs up for a man and has to worry for a week before
the dance about whether he knows how to do the latest steps—or any
at all.
Nellie Hudlow—When someone says, "Wake up, Nell. Class is excused."
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
HEARD IN THE COUNTRY
"Where's your pa, little boy?"
"Oh, he's gone out in the lot to feed the hogs. You can tell him,
though. He's got a hat on."
Muriel F. : "Glad, why don't we see as many people on Michigan
Boulevard as we used to?"
Glad A.: "Oh, about half of them have been run over and the rest are
afraid to come out."
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Our Children
SOPHISTICATION OF THE MODERN CHILD
The children in the Riverside Kindergarten were making jelly. As they
strained it through the sack some of the children noticed the changing color.
During the conversation which followed one child remarked, "That's the way
my mother dyes her hair."
When the jelly was finished, another child called excitedly, "Oh. looky,
looky at it shimmy."
A NEW VERSION
Charles came to Hey Diddle Diddle in the Mother Goose book. After
studying it a while he seemed much puzzled and asked, "Miss Perry, there is
the little dog laughing, but where's the sport he laughed at?"
A WELL DEVELOPED SENSE
Boby sniffed the air one morning when a surprise party had been planned
for the kindergarten children, and said, "Do you know I smell something—
I
guess it's just excitement in the air."
A LOGICAL REASON
During the party on March 4th that the Elementary girls gave the Pri-
mary, Jack volunteered this information, "I know why they're giving us a
party. It's because Wilson is leaving the White House and Harding's going
in. I suppose when Harding leaves they'll give us another party."
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HE KNEW THE STYLE
"They're some big girls who play Puss and Boots every morning," said
Jimmy after looking at the pictures in the Puss and Boots book. "I see them
go past my house wearing boots just like these Puss has on.
A TOUCHING SENTIMENT
An original Valentine verse in the Primary reads:
"Your hair is red, your skull is thick;
I'd like to bust it with a brick."
A LITTLE MIXED UP
Mary's version of the Story of the Three Bears was:
"And the little bear said, 'Somebody's been sitting in my soup and here
she is now.'
DIFFICULT TO GUESS
Johnny made up the following riddle, which no one could guess: "Some-
thing with four feet, two eyes, ears, a nose, mouth, and can bark and has
feathers." After everybody had given up Johnny said triumphantly, "It's a
dog. I put in the feathers to fool you."
A WARM INVITATION
David went to his father one day and asked to have a party. There was
a boy in the neighborhood whom David did not like; so his father said, "I
will let you have the party if you will invite Willie."
To this David answered, "No, I don't want him at my party."
"All right," said the father, "you cannot have the party."
After a few days David again asked if he could have the party.
His father said, "Yes, if you invite Willie."
"All right," said David.
The day of the party came, but Willie did not appear. When the party
was over his father asked him if he had invited Willie.
"Yes," said David, "I invited him, but I dared him to come."
A LIVE SERVICE
Frank had always wanted to go to church. Finally one day his sister
took him there. After the services were over and the congregation was
leaving he was asked how he liked the church. He enthusiastically replied,
"Gee, that was better than a parade."
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GARDENING WELL UNDERSTOOD
Doris (in the primary) : I have a little bunny, but its tail is too short."
Frank: I have a bunny and its tail used to be short. But I watered it
every day and it grew.
A CONFUSED ORDER
Pauline was telling Miss Olson about "her twins." "Are they boys or
girls?" asked Miss Olson.
In a disgusted tone the child replied, "They're girls. I ordered a boy
and a girl, but they got my order mixed up with some other little girl's."
NEVER A SAFE QUESTION
One day Richard, watching a game of marbles, became so excited that
he jumped up and down in a puddle of water, thereby soaking himself. On
reaching home he informed his mother that a boy had pushed him in. She
asked the director to find out what really happened, and Richard confessed
that he told a lie to his mother. Miss Lund said, "Richard, what did your
mother tell you happens to little boys who tell lies?" She was greatly aston-
ished when the boy answered, "She said they go straight to the devil!"
A SOBER THOUGHT
One director received a corsage of organdie flowers for a valentine. She
held it up to the admiring gaze of the children and said, "Who can tell me
what these are for?"
Homer, in awed accents, replied, "Gee, they must be for a funeral."
A MATTER OF NECESSITY
Biliy was sent to the dentist to have his tooth pulled. On reaching home
he told his mother that the doctor said if he cried it would cost him a dollar,
but that if he was a good boy it would cost him only fifty cents.
"Well, Billy, did you cry?"
"Aw, how could I?" was the answer. "You only gave me fifty cents."
THE POWER OF EXAMPLE
Bobby, looking over his toys Christmas morning, began to swear. His
mother was shocked, and said, "Why, Bobby, where did you hear those
naughty words?"
"Aw, that's what Santa Claus said when he stumbled over a chair in
my room this morning."
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A CASE OF SHRINKAGE
A vase of pussywillows had been placed on the floor in order that the
children might examine them, and when the teacher asked what they were
he said, "Kitties."
"How do you know they are kitties," inquired the teacher.
"Cause they look like them. They are real kitties."
"But how could they become as small as that?" asked the teacher.
"Well," said Johnny, "they climb up on the tree, and grow smaller, an'
smaller, an' smaller, until they look like that."
EXTRACTED BY THE ROOTS
Henry brought a pussy willow to Sunday school. On being asked
where he had found it, he gave a complete account of his yesterday's experi-
ences. He had been shopping with his mother, had paid a visit to the dentist,
and on the way home had found the pussy-willow growing on a bush. He
related his experience in the dentist chair with great detail—the dentist
thrust into his mouth some forceps, and began to pull
—
At this point, Mary Catherine could endure the suspense no longer
—
"Oh," she exclaimed with intense interest, "did he pull out the pussy-willow?"
A STRANGE THEFT
At Christmas time, John stole a picture of the Baby Jesus, but was
observed by Robert, who dragged the culprit before the bewildered cadet,
saying, "Teacher, John, he's got God in his pocket!"
-MEMORIES"
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1920-21 Social Calendar
Sept. 1 3. Registration—Weeping by the new girls. Much osculation by
the old girls.
Sept. 14. Big and Little sisters get acquainted.
Sept. 15. Opening Assembly—Old girls get to see how new girls "stack up."
Sept. 1 6. Really, truly school starts. The all-important list is posted for
the Juniors.
Sept. 1 8. Beach party. Miss H. and twelve of the bravest get feet wet.
1 9 Celebrated first Sundav bv eoing to church.
Sept. 20. Dorm, rules on. To bed at ten.
Sept. 21. Auto accident on boulevard.
Sept. 23. Student Body meeting. Rules read. Solemn affair!
Sept. 26. First Vesper Service. Well attended.
Sept. 27. Freshies show good judgment—Miss McElroy elected Sponsor.
Sept. 28. Seniors give party to Freshmen. Juniors feel much left out.
Oct. 1. See "Abe Lincoln" from gallery.
Oct. 5. Freshies scared about probation.
Oct. 6. Probation rules read. New girls eat with knives.
Oct. 7. Probationers sure look "purty"—No puffs or anything.
Oct. 9. Chicago Day—Parade with balloons.
Oct. 1 2. Columbus Day. A real vacation!
Oct. 14. Freshmen take field trip. Play in sand.
Oct. 1 5. Faculty Party—A dress up with company.
Oct. 19. Initiation
—
"nuff said."
Oct. 23. Juniors go to Sand Dunes. Hurrah!
Oct. 25. Sand Dune party in dining room. Thermometer registers "pep."
Oct. 26. Hygiene starts with Dr. Hedger.
Oct. 29. Hallowe'en Dance.
Nov. 1. Elementary girls have big feed.
Nov. 4. Harding elected. Rah for the Republicans!
Nov. 5. Bulb Planting Festival.
Nov. 8. Miss Baker made President.
Nov. 9. Alumni give Fad Party. Hats off to the Misses Farrar and
ICearns
!
Nov. 20. Lamb stew for dinner. Philibert's rushed.
Nov. 23. Thanksgiving Festival.
Nov. 24. All lucky kids go home.
Nov. 29. Gathering of the Clans.
Dec. 1. Start Christmas shopping.
Dec. 15. Christmas Party. Santa Claus comes to see us.
Dec. 16. Big treat. Edgar Guest here.
Dec. 1 7. Christmas Festival. Home for holidays!
Jan. 4. Back to the old grind!
Jan. 7. "With a dead bird on her hat."
Jan. 22. Taste Hubbard's Mud!
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Jan. 27. Freshmen learn cadeting fate.
Jan. 28. Juniors shed crocodile tears as they tell their kiddies "Goodbye."
Jan. 29. Directors' Luncheon. Juniors on good behavior.
Feb. 1. Coming of the Mid-years.
Fed. 4. Valentine Dance—Whiz of a dance.
Feb. 12. Entertain distinguished visitors.
Feb. 15. Greek Play at Columbia School of Expression.
Feb. 22. Avilla House gives tea.
Mar. 7. Sling away cash for Annual.
Mar. 9. Chicken dinner.
Mar. 14. Louise Vorce dated with millionaire.
Mar. 18. Much excitement! Spring vacation starts!
Mar. 29. Classes well attended in body—but not in mind.
Mar. 30. Everybody over-sleeps! Change in time. Awful in morning
—
wonderful in evening.
Apr. 1. "Such fools we mortals be!" You think this Calendar is to be
two and a half months longer. Well—"April Fool!"
Illlllllllllllllllllillllllllllllll
This is one girl's contribution when a theme on "Why I Came to Col-
lege" was required in the Interpretation of Music Course, to be used as the
basis for the selection of Literary Editor for the Annual.
WHY DID I COME TO COLLEGE
Since coming to College I have asked myself (and others) many times
"Why did I come?"
For instance:
When fine-combing the vacant lot at the corner for weed speci-
mens which I later discovered I could not classify.
When studying Religious Education until two A. M. to make up
credit in Chorus.
When, after having had it explained that classes Friday afternoon
would mean vacant periods during the week, I found three afternoon
classes five days a week, posted on the Bulletin Board.
When, after gamboling all over the room on my hands and knees
(laming myself so that I had to use up all the arnica in the house) Miss
Farrar said, "We won't criticize your characterization, but you may
dramatize the story again next week, and this time please be a wolf."
When, after working day and night for weeks on a "mud pie,"
finished it, dug out a design and dried the "work of art," Miss Schaffner
remarks, "Do you think that looks like the design you showed me?
It's neither symmetrical nor artistic and besides, the design's on crooked."
"When, after using all my ingenuity and knocking holes in my ebony
hair brush and skin off my knuckles, I obtain "z" on a mechanical toy.
And particularly when I have racked my brain and spent my
already over-crowded study hour, writing a theme on "Why I Came to
College," to be turned in as a contribution for Interpretation of Music.
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If you can't laugh at the joke of the age, laugh at the age of the joke.
PLAYS OF 1921
"Happy-Go-Lucky"—Van Swanson.
"The Famous Mrs. Fair"—Glad Auman.
"Irene"—Woodson Price.
"The Hoodlum"—Helene Chard.
"Smilin' Through"—Miss McElroy.
"Way Down East"—Elizabeth DeCou.
"Just Suppose"—Cecilia Tolonen.
"De Classe"—Margaret Hollingshead.
"Not So Long Ago"—Mrs. Seybold.
"Mecca"—Florence Reid.
N. K. E. C. CURRICULUM
Philosophy—Mrs. Tatum.
Art—Laura Heck.
Handwork—Annette Guessenhainer.
Nature Study—Mrs. Moody.
Children's Songs—Mary Moody.
Teaching Process—Mary Hutchinson.
Public Speaking—Mrs. Ford.
English—"Red" Hill.
Psychology—Bob Barr.
CAN YOU IMAGINE
An N. K. E. C. dinner without lettuce?
Sarah Jane without Laila?
Mrs. Tatum "quiet?"
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Helene without a phone call?
Philibert's ten stories high?
Mary Gibson without a date?
Katherine McBride in a fist fight?
Paula Post on time?
Catherine Hanson without her candy?
Dorothy without Majorie?
Everybody in bed at ten o'clock?
Isabel cooning food from the dining room?
North House without a scandal?
The College without Miss Kearns?
Dr. Hedger in high heels?
May Whitcomb with nothing to do?
Michigan Boulevard navigable?
Real butter for breakfast?
Anybody getting rich at N. K. E. C. ?
Dr. Scherger (before Christmas vacation), "Well, young ladies, I hope
you have a pleasant vacation and come back with twice the pep' you have
been showing."
Class (in unison), "Same to you."
Blessed are they who take Applied Art, for they shall have plenty of
work.
Wanted—More money—By everybody.
Wanted—To grow—Nora O'Neill.
Wanted—No more of nothing—The Faculty.
Hurry, hurry, hurry through,
That's the way we all do;
Don't be tardy, don't be late,
For that's what all the teachers hate.
We wonder who is responsible for this little verse which reached Juanita
Welty through the mail some time ago:
A juarrior juon time, juearied of strife,
And juanting a more congenial life,
At his sweetheart's feet kneeling,
Said these juords full of feeling,
"Juanita, juill you be my juife?"
Miss Williams (to Junior) : "This statement on your paper doesn't
make any sense."
Junior: "I know it, but it's what you said in class."
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Annette G. : "Do you like men with blue eyes?"
Eleanor: "Yes, but I like them with green-backs better."
The days may come,
The days may go;
But where they come from
I don't know.
It takes a sharp student to cut class successfully.
Miss C. Baker: "Use 'desperately' in a sentence."
Lois Munson H. : "I am desperately in love."
To Lois:
Oh love, love is like a dizziness,
For it winna let a body
Gang aboot his bizziness.
Overheard at the Thanksgiving Pageant:
Excited Senior: "All ready, run up the curtain."
Pick: "What do you think 1 am, a squirrel?"
Freshman: "What is 'Art'?"
Junior: "Slipping ahead in the lunch line."
A little Journey Called to the office.
Sometime—When Freshmen will be Seniors.
A Little Simplicity—Incoming Freshies.
STRETCHING A POINT
Freshman (coming from Dr. Hedger's class in which "lactic acid" had
been discussed) : "Just what was that Dr. Hedger said about elastic acid?"
Teacher: "Now, children, you all know that old saying
—
'Birds of a
feather'—do what?"
Little Boy: "Lay eggs."
Marjorie C. : "I wish the good Lord had made me a man."
Red: "Maybe he did, but you haven't found him yet."
"Stranger" (pulling a gun) : "I swore that if I ever met anyone
homelier than I was, I'd shoot him on sight."
"Brother, if I'm homelier than you, I reckon you might as well."
Miss McClellan (addressing Freshman Class) : "Now children, I'm not
going to talk very long, but if you get what I'm going to say into your heads,
you'll have the whole thing in a nutshell."
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Doris R. : "What kind of fruit shall we bring for the Thanksgiving
Festival ?
"
Miss Farrar: "Potatoes, celery, carrots."
Dorothy: "Say, what do you think I am, a lamp-post?"
Chard: "No, you're not bright enough for that."
If a body meet a body going through the hall,
Should a body with a body stop to talk at all?
(Ask Bertha Paul.)
When asked if it was true she went to N. K. E. C. Ida Shand replied,
somewhat surprised, "Why, yes, I go to a kindergarten school."
Friend: "My, what have you been doing all these years?"
Alvey S. (in Art Class) : "Gee, I can't make eyes."
A. J.: "Well, it wouldn't do you much good around here anyway."
Miss Williams: "We'll have your oral report now, Dorothy."
Dorothy K. : "I left it in my locker."
Lucille B. : "I'm lost in thought."
Bing: "Don't worry, Lucille. You won't have much difficulty in find-
ing your way out.
TACT
Margaret G. : "I say, Doris, can I wear your kimona?"
Doris: "Sure, but why the formality of asking?"
Margaret: "I can't find it."
RUBBER STAMPS
Miss Hooper
—
"Girls, if you please
—
"
Miss McClellan
—
"Now children —
"
Mary Hutchinson
—
"I'd like to ask a question, please."
Proctors
—
"I hate to say anything, girls, but you know—
"
Third floor in any house
—
"Give us a little water up here."
From the telephone booth
—
"Who's got a nickel?"
Miss Farrar
—
"Has anyone seen my pocket book?"
Gladys: "Say, Marguerite, did you know Helen I. has a little brother
born February 22nd?"
Marguerite B. (with thoughtfully puzzled look) : "No, I didn't. Did
you say February 22nd ? Isn't that some one else's birthday?"
Mildred B. (getting ready for an exam under Dr. Scherger) : "Do we
have to remember all the dates you have given us?"
Dr. Scherger: "I didn't know that I had given you any."
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A RARE ONE
Some time ago Miss ShafTner was looking at some books made in
Elementary Projects. One girl had signed the name of Christina Rossetti,
the author, at the end of her art work and poem. Miss Schaffner, upon
seeing the name, said slowly: "Er—who is Christina Rossetti? I can't re-
member having had her in any of my classes."
IT WOULD NOT APPEAR SO
Helene C. sat down at the piano and began to amuse a few North
Housers by pounding out a chord or two and singing in most unharmonious
tones. Tom, the houseman, thinking the room was not warm enough, amused
them a great deal more by coming up to her and inquiring, "Are you com-
fortable?"
Ceil has just finished telling a joke when Lois exclaimed, "There, Ceil,
you're the kind of a girl I like to hear tell a story. You explain it all without
my having to ask you to."
An absent-minded Japanese went into a store to buy a jar, and noticing
one turned upside down, blurted out: "How absurd! The jar has no mouth."
Turning it over he was once more astonished. "Why, the bottom's
gone, too," he ejaculated.
A COMMON PARADOX
"So you're still carrying a mortgage on your house, are you?
"Yes, and strange to say, I'm carrying it because I cannot lift it.
HEARD AT THE DINNER TABLE
"I'm taking this for butter or worse," said Eleanor F. as she reached for
the oleomargarine.
Harry Hall, aged six, had just started first grade at school, and was
making the most of his opportunities to see the world. One day he came
home to lunch rather more out of breath than usual. As soon as his mother
opened the door he exclaimed: "Mother, we ought to have another little boy
in the family!"
"Why, Harry?" quired the surprised mother.
"So we could call him 'Assembly.' I saw a sign on a door at school
that said 'Assembly Hall.'
"
Marie M. : "Mary, who is that tall, red-headed man across the street?"
Mary P.: "That's Mr. Keeley."
Marie: "Keeley? Come to think of it, someone told me his name was
Kelley."
Mary: "It was, but he changed it. He's very lazy."
Marie: 'Why did he change it."
Mary: "So he could write it with more Vs."
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Teacher: "What does the word anecdote' mean?"
Boy: "A short tale."
Teacher: "Right. Now use it in a sentence."
Boy: "May was driving our auto and she ran over the dog next door;
now that dog has an anecdote."
If you don't like that one, try this:
Teacher: "What is a narrative?"
Child: "A tale."
Teacher: "Illustrate the use of it."
Child: "A dog had a tin can tied to his narrative."
ACROBAT WANTED
Wilkins: "Doctor, do you think it is anything serious?"
Doctor: "Oh, no. Merely a boil on the back of your neck, but I
advise you to keep your eye on it."
RECIPROCATING
Shopkeeper: "Goodness! Are you going to give this air gun to your
aunty for Christmas?"
Boy: "Yes, darn er! I heard her say she wuz goin' to give me a
bible."
Traveler: "What do you say when a man gives you a nickel for carry-
ing his bag?"
Small Boy: " 'Tain't 'nuff."
Irate Gentleman (whose hat had just been knocked off by a snowball) :
"Be careful, young man, or I'll swallow you whole for breakfast."
Urchin: "If y' did, y d have more brains in y'r stomick than y've got
in y'r head."
Quite matchless are her dark brown iiiiiii,
She speaks with perfect eeeeeee,
But when I tell her she is yyyyyy,
She says I am a ttttttt.
NOT APPRECIATED
Father: "So you broke five panes of glass in the greenhouse?"
Son: "Yes, father, I did it. I cannot tell a lie."
Father: "And when I'm through with you you won't be able to sit,
either. Fetch that strap."
CONFIDENTLY SPEAKING
Teacher: "Your daughter shows improvement, but she must be watched
closely when it comes to the scales."
Mother: Just like her dear father. He made all his money in the
coal business."
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AN EASY MARK
Freddy (who has eaten his apple) : "Let's play Adam and Eve."
Sister: "How do we do that?"
Freddy: "Oh, you tempt me to eat your apple and I give way."
B. Peterson: "Paula, why do the Freshmen resemble real estate? Can
you guess?"
Paula P.: Let's see. Is it because they're a vacant lot?"
B. Peterson: "Right. You guessed it."
Helene C. : "Poor Mary! She always has something to harp on."
Anna M. : "Well, all I can say is, I hope she'll be as fortunate in the
next world."
Small Lad (to junkman): "Hey! Want some bones?"
Junkman: "Sure!"
Small Lad: "Then put the horse on the wagon."
GENEROSITY
Boy: "Give me a penny's worth of mixed candies."
Shopkeeper: "Here are two, my lad, you can mix them yourself.
REASON ENOUGH
Johnny: "What makes the new baby at your house cry so much,
Tommy? "
Tommy: "It don't cry so very much—any, anyway, if all your teeth
were out, your hair off and your legs so weak you couldn't stand on em, I
guess you'd feel like cryin', too."
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Classified Columns
CLASSIFIED RATES
Five cents per word when hammer
is used.
Five yards of "Situations Wanted
run for 25c. (This for Juniors
only.
)
One cent per word for Matri-
monial Bureau ads—Ye Editor is
willing to further the cause.
WANTED
Male Help
WANTED—Live, healthy, rich men
for College Dances. No toddling!
Apply to Laura Whooper.
WANTED—Strong boy with muscu-
lar arms to carry my novels and
newspapers to class. Good chance
for advancement. Address Bess
Osherman.
WANTED—A cultured, handsome
gentleman to sit beside me in
Faculty meetings. Must be fond of
ladies. References exchanged. Francis
M. Arnold.
WANTED—Experienced referee to
check up on Mrs. Tatum in Public
Speaking Class. Senior Class Presi-
dent.
SITUATIONS—FEMALE
WANTED—Position as bookkeeper.
Prefer position in which no checks
are cashed. I believe in SYSTEM.
Am experienced in the Art of Re-
fusing. TRY ME. Mrs. Ford. (No
relation to Henry.)
WANTED—Position by cultured
lady as Barker in a County Fair.
Have had many weeks of experience,
my last situation being in the Junior
Lit. Class. Write Dr. Scherger for
references. Phone XXXX, Mary
Moody.
WANTED—To join Orpheum Cir-
cuit. Rube acts our specialty. We
furnish our own costumes, false teeth
and switches. Open for engagements
any place where not wanted. Ider
& Hi.
FOR RENT
FOR RENT—During August only!
Kitchen sink. Accommodates any-
thing from clay to egg shells. See
any Handwork Student.
FOR RENT— 1 large plate glass win-
dow. Excellent for registering coy
smiles and lovers' signals. Demon-
stration furnished on request. Mrs.
Clarke. Across from Frat. House.
FOR RENT—Almost one million
choice exclamations, 500,000
clamorous or passionate outcries and
four boxes of pep in apple-pie order.
Don't hesitate. See me at once! I
can make YOU a Success. Grace
Hemingway.
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED TO RENT—An empty
building for pets—must have good
acoustic properties to take care of
squeaks and howls. Clara Belle
Baker. (Office.)
WANTED TO RENT—Once a day
only—A pleasant smile. George
Johnson, Janitor.
WANTED TO RENT—A telephone
for Fellowship calls. Must be
easily accessible and no time limit.
Margaret Kimball.
MISCELLANEOUS
WOULD LIKE TO BUY A GOOD
phonograph. Must have a pleas-
ant voice and a friendly smile. Must
be well built, as it is for service from
1 2 until 1 2. Edna Dean Baker.
JUST TO REMIND YOU—Hub-
bard's handle O'Henrys. If you
have 1 0c spend it.
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"To be at home in all lands and all ages; to count Nature a familiar
acquaintance and Art an intimate friend; to gain a standard for the apprecia-
tion of other men's work and the criticism of one's own; to carry the keys
of the world's library in one's pocket, and feel its resources behind one in
whatever task he undertakes; to make hosts of friends among the men of
one's own age who are to be leaders in all walks of life; to lose oneself in
generous enthusiasms and co-operate with others for common ends; to learn
manners from students who are gentlemen; and to form character under
professors who are Christians—these are the returns of a college for the
best four years of one's life.''
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W? Stjank fou
for your faithful patronage.
We sincerely wish you all of
the success possible, and invite
you to visit us if you ever re-
turn to Chicago, for "old times'
sake."
MR. and MRS.
L. A. PHILIBERT.
opog^oo oo^ooo opog^oo oo-^3ooo
2979 S. Michigan Ave.
Soda
Ice Creams
Candy
PRESCRIPTIONS
For
Drugs
Photographic
Supplies
Stationery
ASK "HUBBARD
Our
Toilet Articles
Are
THE <BES1
Michigan Ave.
31st St.
Calumet
6152
PRESCRIPTIONS
Hubbard' $
Curio
Toilet Cream
Keeps Chaps
Away
PONTIAC
Eogravnmig ana
Electrotype C©o
Designers and Engravers
for
High Class College and School Annuals
We maintain a College Annual Service Depart-
ment to give aid and advice to Editors and
Business Managers on all subjects pertaining
to the publication of school annuals.
A College Annual Suggestion Book, filled with
vital information on Engravings, Printing,
Financing and Advertising, is part of every
Annual Engraving Contract.
The Co-operation of our Annual Department
means a Better Annual.
727 South Dearborn Street
Opposite Polk Street Depot
Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
!!i?iII2H,§„„5Z,y,,DENTS prefer
POSTS D RAWING MATERIALS
BECAUSE THEY BEST SHOW
FORTH EV ERY PAINS-TAKING
Eff2.S?I„I2„f,!E?£EH,!?:,E GOOD work
The Frederick Post Co.
319 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
San Francisco Los Angeles Portland
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIM
General Market House Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Meats, Poultry,
Game and Fish
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Hotel and Restaurant Supplies
3714 Cottage Grove Ave. 6900 Stony Island Ave. 3514 South State
3310 West 26th 348 East 31st 115 East 31st
ALWAYS BUY AND SPECIFY
WARD'S
Bread and Cakes
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
FAR FAMED FOR
QUALITY
PURITY
CLEANLINESS
WARD BAKING COMPANY
The Bradley Quality Books
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII By Carolyn S. Bailey lllllllllllilllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Tell Me Another Story $2.00
Wonder Stories 2.50
For the Children's Hour 2.00
Stories Children Need 2.00
Merry Tales for Children 2.00
For the Story Teller 2.00
Folk Stories and Fables 1. 00
Once Upon a Time Animal Stories 1.25
Stories of Great Adventure 1.50
Broad Stripes and Bright Stars. ............. 1 .50
Hero Stories 1.50
Firelight Stories 1.50
The Torch of Courage 1.00
Stories and Rhymes for a Child. 1.50
Every Day Stories 1.00
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH
Thomas Charles Company, S?cA3GoalTuNSTs
Northwestern Agents of MILTON BRADLEY CO. Telephone Calumet 6127
IF YOU WANT THE BEST, TRADE AT
BEN SALTZMAN'S
GROCERY andMARKET
lllillllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
124-126 E. 30th St.
BLANCHARD'S
LAUNDRY
249 East 31st Street
Telephone Boulevard 1822
Our high-grade work finished
and shaped perfectly so that they
render comfort.
Prompt service is our guarantee
of satisfaction.
Phone Calumet 167
Established 1881 Phone Calumet 6161
AUTO SERVICE
PETERSON'S
City Express
and Van Co.
Removal or Storage
EXPERT PACKERS FOR
THE FINEST CHINA
BRIC-A-BRAC, PICTURES
BOOKS. PIANOS AND
FURNITURE
Main Office: 106 East 31st Street
Near Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO
Studio Open Sundays
With Elevater Service
PHOTOGRAPHER
,, :m. in :n . ,11. :i , :i: ii' :i i. :ii .Hi :ii hi.
PHONE CENTRAL 2719
GARRiCK BUILDING
64 W. Randolph St.CHICAGO
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Special Keducec Kates
to Colleges and Fraternities
Class and Fraternity Pins and Rings
Commencement Announcements
Stationery
30
SPIES BROS.
MANUFACTURING
STAIONERS
JEWELERS
Makers of N. K. E. C. Pins
27 EAST MONROE STREET
At Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO
"Known for their low prices"
Douglas 809
PEOPLES GROCERY
GELLER BROS., Proprietors
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Wholesale and Retail
GROCERIES
FKUITS and
VEGETABLES
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SUPPLIES
113-15 East 31st Street
CHICAGO
"Best Work for
Most Reasonable Prices"
DAVID
Shoe
Repairing
[10 EAST 30th STREET
CHICAGO
Telephones 2328-2329-2330
H. G. ADAIR...
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High Grade Commercial
printing
CATALOGS BOOKLETS FOLDERS
PUBLICATIONS MACHINE COMPOSITION
20 J N. MARKET STREET
.CHICAGO
FloristGeo. C. Wagner I IVJI lot 3116 Indiana Avenue




